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Certain pure-state symmetry-protected topological orders (SPT) can be used as a resource for
transmitting quantum information. Here, we investigate the ability to transmit quantum informa-
tion using decohered SPT states, and relate this property to the “strange correlation functions”
which diagnose quantum many-body orders in these mixed-states. This perspective leads to the
identification of a class of quantum channels – termed symmetry-decoupling channels – which do
not necessarily preserve any weak or strong symmetries of the SPT state, but nevertheless pro-
tect quantum many-body order in the decohered mixed-state. We quantify the ability to transmit
quantum information in decohered SPT states through the coherent quantum information, whose
behavior is generally related to a decoding problem, whereby local measurements in the system are
used to attempt to “learn” the symmetry charge of the SPT state before decoherence.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interplay between symmetries and quantum en-
tanglement in a quantum many-body system can give
rise to symmetry-protected topological (SPT) orders [1]:
gapped, symmetric states of zero-temperature quantum
matter which are nevertheless distinct when the symme-
try is preserved. Recently, the behavior of SPT orders
under the effects of interactions with an external envi-
ronment have been considered [2–15], partly motivated
by the advent of increasingly powerful quantum hardware
capable of imperfectly engineering quantum states [16–
25] in the presence of spurious interactions with an exter-
nal environment. Understanding the robustness of quan-
tum collective phenomena in this setting is an important
fundamental question, with additional significance if the
state of interest is to be used for quantum applications.
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(II)

<latexit sha1_base64="hMpULYcj4slcnulu3iRTdbedTZo=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGUY9BL16ECOYByRJmJ73JkNmHM7OBsOQ7vHhQxKsf482/cTbZgyYWDBRVXXRPebHgStv2t1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLRUlkmGTRSKSHY8qFDzEpuZaYCeWSANPYNsb32Z+e4JS8Sh81NMY3YAOQ+5zRrWR3HukKpEYYKhVqV+u2FV7DrJKnJxUIEejX/7qDSKWZGkmqFJdx461m1KpORM4K/UShTFlYzrErqEhDVC56fzoGTkzyoD4kTQv1GSu/k6kNFBqGnhmMqB6pJa9TPzP6ybav3ZTHsaJxpAtFvmJIDoiWQNkwCUyLaaGUCa5uZWwEZWUadNTVoKz/OVV0qpVncvqxUOtUr/J6yjCCZzCOThwBXW4gwY0gcETPMMrvFkT68V6tz4WowUrzxzDH1ifP6Y0kgY=</latexit>

Measurements

<latexit sha1_base64="MBRgso+77ajZsBwAT/SD7A0zPrU=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1o/uurRS7AIXiy7RdRj0YvHCvYD2qVk02wbmk2WZFaoS3+JFw+KePWnePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaCG/C8b6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u2X3YPDllGppqxJlVC6ExLDBJesCRwE6ySakTgUrB2Ob2d++5Fpw5V8gEnCgpgMJY84JWClvltuKAPniVaUGcPlsO9WvKo3B14lfk4qKEej7371BoqmMZNABTGm63sJBBnRwKlg01IvNSwhdEyGrGupJDEzQTY/fIpPrTLAkdK2JOC5+nsiI7Exkzi0nTGBkVn2ZuJ/XjeF6DrIuExSYJIuFkWpwKDwLAU84JpREBNLCNXc3orpiGhCwWZVsiH4yy+vklat6l9WL+5rlfpNHkcRHaMTdIZ8dIXq6A41UBNRlKJn9IrenCfnxXl3PhatBSefOUJ/4Hz+AAnck1g=</latexit>

Post-processing
<latexit sha1_base64="VnKo81ivQWGTnIUl9T7txgSxKtg=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWBRXZaaIuiwK4rKCfcB0KJnMnTY0kwxJRihDP8ONC0Xc+jXu/BvTdhbaeiBwOOfem3tPmHKmjet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwrWWmKLSo5FJ1Q6KBMwEtwwyHbqqAJCGHTji6nfqdJ1CaSfFoxikECRkIFjNKjJX83hm+A4hCQkf9StWtuTPgZeIVpIoKNPuVr14kaZaAMJQTrX3PTU2QE2UY5TAp9zINqR1MBuBbKkgCOshnK0/wqVUiHEtlnzB4pv7uyEmi9TgJbWVCzFAvelPxP8/PTHwd5EykmQFB5x/FGcdG4un9OGIKqOFjSwhVzO6K6ZAoQo1NqWxD8BZPXibtes27rF081KuNmyKOEjpGJ+gceegKNdA9aqIWokiiZ/SK3hzjvDjvzse8dMUpeo7QHzifPz14kJY=</latexit>

& Feedback

<latexit sha1_base64="PZ91JOk/QL2YvyNcBGGz1ZAAyw0=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRF1GVRFy4r2AekoUymk3boZBJmboRS+hluXCji1q9x5984bbPQ1gMXDuecy32EqRQGXffbKaytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6OWSTLNeJMlMtGdkBouheJNFCh5J9WcxqHk7XB0O/PbT1wbkahHHKc8iOlAiUgwilby7+wEISW18V654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNXvmr209YFnOFTFJjfM9NMZhQjYJJPi11M8NTykZ0wH1LFY25CSbzlafkzCp9EiXalkIyV393TGhszDgObTKmODTL3kz8z/MzjK6DiVBphlyxxaAokwQTMruf9IXmDOXYEsq0sLsSNqSaMrRfKtkneMsnr5JWrepdVi8eapX6Tf6OIpzAKZyDB1dQh3toQBMYJPAMr/DmoPPivDsfi2jByXuO4Q+czx9pN5FY</latexit>

Distillable
<latexit sha1_base64="kxBxUkLpwVQDsIXFoO9eZ5QR9hQ=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqswUUZdFEVxWsA9oh5JJM21oJjMkd4RS+htuXCji1p9x59+YaWehrQcCh3Pu4d6cIJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2MbzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2il3p1CqoaSR1xhv1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCzNskxSY7qem6A/pRoFk3xW6qWGJ5SN6ZB3LVU04safzm+ekTOrDEgYa/sUkrn6OzGlkTGTKLCTEcWRWfYy8T+vm2J47U+FSlLkii0WhakkGJOsADIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQ1lSyJXjLX14lrVrVu6xePNQq9Zu8jiKcwCmcgwdXUId7aEATGCTwDK/w5qTOi/PufCxGC06eOYY/cD5/AEnqkds=</latexit>

Entanglement

<latexit sha1_base64="ML/uXHRfF9rkz/gg9z09mkvhFpw=">AAACAHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU16sKFm2AR6mbIFNvqruhGdxXtA9qhZNJMG5qZDElGKKUbf8WNC0Xc+hnu/Bsz7QgqeuDC4Zx7k3uPH3OmNEIf1sLi0vLKam4tv76xubVt7+w2lUgkoQ0iuJBtHyvKWUQbmmlO27GkOPQ5bfmji9Rv3VGpmIhu9TimXogHEQsYwdpIPXv/JiGEKgVFAOtSaGGehMWr455dQM4ZQmW3BJGDZkhJuVx1K9DNlALIUO/Z792+IElII004Vqrjolh7Eyw1I5xO891E0RiTER7QjqERDqnyJrMDpvDIKH0YCGkq0nCmfp+Y4FCpceibzhDrofrtpeJfXifRwak3YVGcaBqR+UdBwqEWME0D9pmkRPOxIZhIZnaFZIglJtpkljchfF0K/yfNkuNWnJPrUqF2nsWRAwfgEBSBC6qgBi5BHTQAAVPwAJ7As3VvPVov1uu8dcHKZvbAD1hvn4mklbs=</latexit>

Success of Protocol (I)

<latexit sha1_base64="kxDVsgUIyPbtdXepvu15S/nSDRQ=">AAAB9XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsBXqJiQ1NMFVUQQFhSr2AW0sk+mkHTp5MDNRSuh/uHGhiFv/xZ1/4/QhqOiBC4dz7uXee7yYUSEN40Obm19YXFrOrGRX19Y3NnNb23URJRyTGo5YxJseEoTRkNQklYw0Y05Q4DHS8AYnY79xR7igUXgjhzFxA9QLqU8xkkq6LZx3UjwqXhydXl8eFDq5vKEblmU6NjT0Q9sxTEeRsm2ZtglN3ZggD2aodnLv7W6Ek4CEEjMkRMs0YummiEuKGRll24kgMcID1CMtRUMUEOGmk6tHcF8pXehHXFUo4UT9PpGiQIhh4KnOAMm++O2Nxb+8ViJ9x01pGCeShHi6yE8YlBEcRwC7lBMs2VARhDlVt0LcRxxhqYLKqhC+PoX/k3pJN8u6dVXKV45ncWTALtgDRWACG1TAGaiCGsCAgwfwBJ61e+1Re9Fep61z2mxmB/yA9vYJuBORYA==</latexit>

Ic(L : ERM)

<latexit sha1_base64="SFEoqHFdZB35CNWEPtAxnuBePXw=">AAACAXicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSO4GSxC3YSkhibLohu7q2gf0JYymU7aoZNMmJkIJdSNv+LGhSJu/Qt3/o3Th6CiBy4czrl35t4TJIxKZdsfxtLyyuraem4jv7m1vbNr7u03JE8FJnXMGRetAEnCaEzqiipGWokgKAoYaQaji6nfvCVCUh7fqHFCuhEaxDSkGCkt9czD6xRjIiXkIawJrrh+Ehar1dOeWbAt23Ud34O2deb5tuNrUvZcx3OgY9kzFMACtZ753ulznEYkVpghKduOnahuhoSimJFJvpNKkiA8QgPS1jRGEZHdbHbBBJ5opQ9DLnTFCs7U7xMZiqQcR4HujJAayt/eVPzLa6cq9LsZjZNUkRjPPwpTBhWH0zhgnwqCFRtrgrCgeleIh0ggrHRoeR3C16Xwf9IoWU7Zcq9Khcr5Io4cOALHoAgc4IEKuAQ1UAcY3IEH8ASejXvj0XgxXuetS8Zi5gD8gPH2CVncljI=</latexit>

Success of Protocol (II)

<latexit sha1_base64="3Vj4jcSaeGD4QAAgbH+SWcPwsso=">AAACA3icdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6k0vg0Hw4rKrwc1RzEVviokKMYTZSScOmZ1ZZnqFEAQv/ooXD4p49Se8+TdOHoKKFjQUVd10d8WpFBaD4MObmJyanpnNzeXnFxaXlgsrq+dWZ4ZDjWupzWXMLEihoIYCJVymBlgSS7iIu5WBf3EDxgqtqthLoZGwjhJtwRk6qVlYrzpx5/iYnqFhqgO0oo0ByVCbZqEY+EGpFJYjGvh7UTkIy47sR6UwCmnoB0MUyRgnzcL7VUvzLAGFXDJr62GQYqPPDAou4TZ/lVlIGe+yDtQdVSwB2+gPf7ilW05p0bY2rhTSofp9os8Sa3tJ7DoThtf2tzcQ//LqGbbLjb5QaYag+GhRO5MUNR0EQlvCAEfZc4RxI9ytlF8zwzi62PIuhK9P6f/kfNcP9/3S6W7x4HAcR45skE2yTUISkQNyRE5IjXByRx7IE3n27r1H78V7HbVOeOOZNfID3tsnq+OXlQ==</latexit>

Type-II Strange Correlator

<latexit sha1_base64="E9bI8wkuNon9NkHvMwP92Kxa+CU=">AAACAnicdZBNSwMxEIazftb6tepJvASL4MWyW6wft2IvelO0VWhLyabTGppNlmRWKKV48a948aCIV3+FN/+Naa2goi8EXp6ZYTJvlEhhMQjevYnJqemZ2cxcdn5hcWnZX1mtWp0aDhWupTZXEbMghYIKCpRwlRhgcSThMuqWh/XLGzBWaHWBvQQaMeso0RacoUNNf/3CwZ0Teo6GqQ7QsjYGJENtmn4uyB8GQTEs0CAfjDQ0xeJ+uEfDMcmRsU6b/lu9pXkag0IumbW1MEiw0WcGBZcwyNZTCwnjXdaBmrOKxWAb/dEJA7rlSIu2tXFPIR3R7xN9FlvbiyPXGTO8tr9rQ/hXrZZi+6DRFypJERT/XNROJUVNh3nQljDAUfacYdwI91fKr5lhHF1qWRfC16X0f1Mt5MO9/O5ZIVc6GseRIRtkk2yTkOyTEjkmp6RCOLkl9+SRPHl33oP37L18tk5445k18kPe6wfcPpce</latexit>

Type-I Strange Correlator

<latexit sha1_base64="tCCmjI2Tvy7SCTGM54s1vZ8AhR0=">AAACBHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqstugkVw45ApttVdsRu7q9CH0A4lk2ba0MxkSDJCKV248VfcuFDErR/hzr8x046gogcCh3Puzb33eBFnSiP0YWVWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd29/P5BR4lYEtomggt542FFOQtpWzPN6U0kKQ48TrvepJ743VsqFRNhS08j6gZ4FDKfEayNNMgXWkY8bcC6GFNJQw0boS9kkLpFZF8gVHZKENlogYSUy1WnAp1UKYIUzUH+vT8UJA7MP4RjpXoOirQ7w1Izwuk8148VjTCZ4BHtGRrigCp3tjhiDo+NMoRmuHlmj4X6vWOGA6WmgWcqzXpj9dtLxL+8Xqz9c3fGwijWNCTLQX7MoRYwSQQOmaRE86khmEhmdoVkjCUm2uSWMyF8XQr/J52S7VTss+tSsXaZxpEFBXAEToADqqAGrkATtAEBd+ABPIFn6956tF6s12Vpxkp7DsEPWG+fb+CX/w==</latexit>

Type-I Coherent Information

<latexit sha1_base64="1mvzs2T2zWsfV8MKWR3TbNo61Z8=">AAAB/XicbVA7T8MwGHR4lvIKj40lokViqpIKAWMFC2MR9CG1UeQ4TmvVj8h2kEpU8VdYGECIlf/Bxr/BaTNAy0mWT3ffJ58vTChR2nW/raXlldW19dJGeXNre2fX3ttvK5FKhFtIUCG7IVSYEo5bmmiKu4nEkIUUd8LRde53HrBURPB7PU6wz+CAk5ggqI0U2IfVfihopMbMXBmbBNndpBrYFbfmTuEsEq8gFVCgGdhf/UiglGGuEYVK9Tw30X4GpSaI4km5nyqcQDSCA9wzlEOGlZ9N00+cE6NETiykOVw7U/X3RgaZyvOZSQb1UM17ufif10t1fOlnhCepxhzNHopT6mjh5FU4EZEYaTo2BCJJTFYHDaGESJvCyqYEb/7Li6Rdr3nntbPbeqVxVdRRAkfgGJwCD1yABrgBTdACCDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz5mo0tWsXMA/sD6/AGy3ZVk</latexit>mS

<latexit sha1_base64="1mvzs2T2zWsfV8MKWR3TbNo61Z8=">AAAB/XicbVA7T8MwGHR4lvIKj40lokViqpIKAWMFC2MR9CG1UeQ4TmvVj8h2kEpU8VdYGECIlf/Bxr/BaTNAy0mWT3ffJ58vTChR2nW/raXlldW19dJGeXNre2fX3ttvK5FKhFtIUCG7IVSYEo5bmmiKu4nEkIUUd8LRde53HrBURPB7PU6wz+CAk5ggqI0U2IfVfihopMbMXBmbBNndpBrYFbfmTuEsEq8gFVCgGdhf/UiglGGuEYVK9Tw30X4GpSaI4km5nyqcQDSCA9wzlEOGlZ9N00+cE6NETiykOVw7U/X3RgaZyvOZSQb1UM17ufif10t1fOlnhCepxhzNHopT6mjh5FU4EZEYaTo2BCJJTFYHDaGESJvCyqYEb/7Li6Rdr3nntbPbeqVxVdRRAkfgGJwCD1yABrgBTdACCDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz5mo0tWsXMA/sD6/AGy3ZVk</latexit>mS

<latexit sha1_base64="1mvzs2T2zWsfV8MKWR3TbNo61Z8=">AAAB/XicbVA7T8MwGHR4lvIKj40lokViqpIKAWMFC2MR9CG1UeQ4TmvVj8h2kEpU8VdYGECIlf/Bxr/BaTNAy0mWT3ffJ58vTChR2nW/raXlldW19dJGeXNre2fX3ttvK5FKhFtIUCG7IVSYEo5bmmiKu4nEkIUUd8LRde53HrBURPB7PU6wz+CAk5ggqI0U2IfVfihopMbMXBmbBNndpBrYFbfmTuEsEq8gFVCgGdhf/UiglGGuEYVK9Tw30X4GpSaI4km5nyqcQDSCA9wzlEOGlZ9N00+cE6NETiykOVw7U/X3RgaZyvOZSQb1UM17ufif10t1fOlnhCepxhzNHopT6mjh5FU4EZEYaTo2BCJJTFYHDaGESJvCyqYEb/7Li6Rdr3nntbPbeqVxVdRRAkfgGJwCD1yABrgBTdACCDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz5mo0tWsXMA/sD6/AGy3ZVk</latexit>mS
<latexit sha1_base64="F0vJntGG4fYX95l7uwyjNgHQwBU=">AAAB/XicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW1Pm5egq3gqewWUY9FETxWsA9olyWbZtvQZLMkWaEui3/FiwdFvPo/vPlvzLZ70NaBkGHm+8hkgphRpR3n21paXlldWy9tlDe3tnd27b39thKJxKSFBROyGyBFGI1IS1PNSDeWBPGAkU4wvs79zgORioroXk9i4nE0jGhIMdJG8u3Daj8QbKAm3Fwpz/z0Jqv6dsWpOVPAReIWpAIKNH37qz8QOOEk0pghpXquE2svRVJTzEhW7ieKxAiP0ZD0DI0QJ8pLp+kzeGKUAQyFNCfScKr+3kgRV3k+M8mRHql5Lxf/83qJDi+9lEZxokmEZw+FCYNawLwKOKCSYM0mhiAsqckK8QhJhLUprGxKcOe/vEja9Zp7Xju7q1caV0UdJXAEjsEpcMEFaIBb0AQtgMEjeAav4M16sl6sd+tjNrpkFTsH4A+szx+diZVW</latexit>mE

<latexit sha1_base64="F0vJntGG4fYX95l7uwyjNgHQwBU=">AAAB/XicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW1Pm5egq3gqewWUY9FETxWsA9olyWbZtvQZLMkWaEui3/FiwdFvPo/vPlvzLZ70NaBkGHm+8hkgphRpR3n21paXlldWy9tlDe3tnd27b39thKJxKSFBROyGyBFGI1IS1PNSDeWBPGAkU4wvs79zgORioroXk9i4nE0jGhIMdJG8u3Daj8QbKAm3Fwpz/z0Jqv6dsWpOVPAReIWpAIKNH37qz8QOOEk0pghpXquE2svRVJTzEhW7ieKxAiP0ZD0DI0QJ8pLp+kzeGKUAQyFNCfScKr+3kgRV3k+M8mRHql5Lxf/83qJDi+9lEZxokmEZw+FCYNawLwKOKCSYM0mhiAsqckK8QhJhLUprGxKcOe/vEja9Zp7Xju7q1caV0UdJXAEjsEpcMEFaIBb0AQtgMEjeAav4M16sl6sd+tjNrpkFTsH4A+szx+diZVW</latexit>mE

<latexit sha1_base64="1mvzs2T2zWsfV8MKWR3TbNo61Z8=">AAAB/XicbVA7T8MwGHR4lvIKj40lokViqpIKAWMFC2MR9CG1UeQ4TmvVj8h2kEpU8VdYGECIlf/Bxr/BaTNAy0mWT3ffJ58vTChR2nW/raXlldW19dJGeXNre2fX3ttvK5FKhFtIUCG7IVSYEo5bmmiKu4nEkIUUd8LRde53HrBURPB7PU6wz+CAk5ggqI0U2IfVfihopMbMXBmbBNndpBrYFbfmTuEsEq8gFVCgGdhf/UiglGGuEYVK9Tw30X4GpSaI4km5nyqcQDSCA9wzlEOGlZ9N00+cE6NETiykOVw7U/X3RgaZyvOZSQb1UM17ufif10t1fOlnhCepxhzNHopT6mjh5FU4EZEYaTo2BCJJTFYHDaGESJvCyqYEb/7Li6Rdr3nntbPbeqVxVdRRAkfgGJwCD1yABrgBTdACCDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz5mo0tWsXMA/sD6/AGy3ZVk</latexit>mS

<latexit sha1_base64="xej5854R60Koq5jjTgRPUHDuMNY=">AAAB9HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g61QNyEpNS2uim4UFKrYB7ShTKaTdujk4cykUEK/w40LRdz6Me78GydtBBU9cOFwzr3ce48TMiqkYXxomaXlldW17HpuY3Nreye/u9cSQcQxaeKABbzjIEEY9UlTUslIJ+QEeQ4jbWd8nvjtCeGCBv6dnIbE9tDQpy7FSCrJLl72YzwrXZ3eXh8X+/mCodcsy6xVoKEbcyTkpFqxqtBMlQJI0ejn33uDAEce8SVmSIiuaYTSjhGXFDMyy/UiQUKEx2hIuor6yCPCjudHz+CRUgbQDbgqX8K5+n0iRp4QU89RnR6SI/HbS8S/vG4k3ZodUz+MJPHxYpEbMSgDmCQAB5QTLNlUEYQ5VbdCPEIcYalyyqkQvj6F/5NWWTctvXJTLtTP0jiy4AAcghIwQRXUwQVogCbA4B48gCfwrE20R+1Fe120ZrR0Zh/8gPb2CREakQI=</latexit>

Ic(L : RM)

Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the setup considered in this work. The system of interest S is prepared in an SPT state, and
ancillas (not shown) are entangled with one end of the the system. After bulk decoherence, we determine whether quantum
information can be transferred across the system, by measuring (I) the symmetry charge in the bulk of the SPT order, and
(II) with possible additional measurements of the environment E. Feedback, based on these measurement outcomes is used to
distill quantum entanglement. The success of either of these protocols only depends on the decoherence channel that is applied,
and is insensitive to unphysical properties of the purification of this channel into a particular state of the environment. The
ability to distill entanglement in these settings is quantified by the coherent quantum information and is directly related to the
“type-I” and “type-II” strange correlation functions in the decohered state, as indicated.

Investigating the behavior of SPT states under the ef-
fects of local decoherence is particularly important in this
context, since the ground-states for certain SPT orders
are believed to be resource states for measurement-based
quantum computation (MBQC) and teleportation [26–
37]; measurements on these SPT wavefunctions, followed
by unitary feedback, can be used to distill patterns of
long-range entanglement. This property is intimately
related to universal aspects of these specific SPT or-
ders, which possess a mixed anomaly between two on-
site, unitary symmetries. This property ensures that
when one symmetry charge is measured within a con-
tiguous region, the degrees of freedom at the boundaries
become entangled [22, 23, 38]. Non-local observables
(string/membrane order parameters) in the SPT ground-
state [39] also diagnose the interplay between these sym-
metries [40], while strange correlators [41] detect the non-
trivial interface between these SPT orders and trivial,
gapped symmetric pure-states. These probes of quantum
many-body order further reveal that a pure SPT state
cannot be prepared from a symmetric, product state by
a constant-depth, symmetric unitary circuit [42, 43].

In this work, we study the ability of decohered SPT
states to transmit quantum information, and connect
this property to the orders within these mixed quantum
many-body states. Specifically, we find that the abil-
ity to use decohered SPT states as a resource for quan-

tum information transfer is related to strange correlation
functions [4, 5, 41], which are sensitive to orders in these
mixed-states, when they are interpreted as wavefunctions
in a doubled Hilbert space. More precisely, quantum in-
formation which can be transferred by performing sym-
metric measurements in the bulk of the decohered SPT is
related to long-range-order in the “type-I” strange cor-
relation function, while successful information transfer
which can be achieved with the additional feature that
one has access to the decohering environment is related
to order in “type-II” strange-correlators [4]. The for-
mer property indicates that the mixed SPT state behaves
like a quantum error-correcting code [44, 45], which can
have a threshold strength of decoherence, below which
coherent information transfer is possible [46–57]. These
protocols for transmitting quantum information in de-
cohered SPT states, and the connection to mixed-state
many-body orders, are shown schematically in Fig. 1.

The relationship between the ability to use decohered
SPT states as a resource for quantum communication,
and mixed-state order is particularly fruitful, as it al-
lows us to introduce a class of decoherence channels –
termed symmetry-decoupling channels – which do not
preserve any (strong or weak) symmetries of the mixed
SPT state, but which nevertheless preserve orders in the
resulting decohered density matrix, as diagnosed by non-
trivial strange correlation functions. An understanding
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of this result by considering the density matrix as the
ground-state of a quantum many-body system in a dou-
bled Hilbert space – a setting in which symmetries would
play a privileged role in interpreting the resulting mixed-
state orders – remains an open question of our work. We
also argue that that the ability to perform quantum com-
munication using mixed SPTs implies that such mixed
states cannot be prepared in finite time and resources [3],
suggesting that mixed SPT states obtained through the
action of a symmetry-decoupling channel could be in a
different mixed quantum many-body phase from trivial
symmetric states which have been affected by decoher-
ence. We leave thorough investigation of this possibility
to future work.

We introduce two probes of coherent quantum informa-
tion that quantify the amount of information that can be
transferred through a decohered SPT state by perform-
ing symmetric bulk measurements, and perform calcula-
tions of these for SPTs in various dimensions, where these
information-theoretic quantities exhibit phase transitions
as the strength of the bulk decoherence is increased. The
coherent quantum information is advantageous as a di-
agnostic of mixed-SPT order. The behavior of strange
correlation functions can be sensitive to the choice of
trivial, symmetric state which defines these correlations,
while no such ambiguity is encountered in the definition
of the coherent quantum information. Furthermore, in
examples where quantum information can be successfully
transmitted across boundaries of a decohered SPT, the
coherent quantum information makes precise the notion
of a quantum-coherent “edge” of the mixed SPT state.

A. Setup and Summary of Results

We now provide a detailed summary of our results.
The general setup that we study begins with a system
in a symmetric trivial state, with respect to an on-site
unitary symmetry. The system has open (left and right)
boundaries. We appropriately entangle ancilla qubits L
to the left boundary of the system, and then prepare the
remaining qubits in an SPT state with respect to this
symmetry. The precise nature of the entanglement of the
left boundary with the ancilla may depend on the SPT
state, as we clarify in subsequent sections. We then per-
form measurements of the on-site symmetry charge at all
sites, except at the two boundaries, in order to attempt to
coherently transmit quantum information between these
regions [38]. The general setup for a pure-state SPT or-
der in one spatial dimension (without any decoherence)
is indicated Fig. 2.

For pure SPTs without decoherence, some amount of
quantum information in the ancilla qubits L gets trans-
mitted to the right boundary R, which can be “decoded”
using the bulk measurement outcomes. This property
can also provide a probe of the SPT order. In the
SPT phase this ability to transmit quantum informa-
tion is quantified by the coherent quantum information

Figure 2. Transmitting quantum information using a one-
dimensional, pure symmetry-protected topological order. An
ancilla (L) is entangled with the left boundary of a symmetry-
protected topological order. Bulk measurements of the sym-
metry charge can generate entanglement between L and R,
which can be used to send quantum information.

I
(0)
c (L : RM) > 0 which is zero in a trivial symmet-
ric state (the superscript (0) is to denote the coherent
quantum information when the pure SPT state is used
to transmit information). Here M denotes the classical
set of measurement outcomes in the bulk. The theory
of approximate quantum error-correction [58] guarantees

that I
(0)
c (L : RM) provides a lower bound to the fidelity

with which the state of L can be transmitted to R, M
via this protocol.
Due to the non-zero information being transmitted,

there are logical spaces at the L and R boundaries that
are entangled after measurement of the symmetry charge.
The decoding or recovery of the information then involves
distilling the logical space from the boundary space and
identifying the particular nature of the entanglement be-
tween them.
An appropriate recovery map is then applied at the

right boundary to recover the logical information. We
review these concepts for pure cluster state SPT orders
in various dimensions in Sec. II.
A similar setup can be considered for a decohered

SPT state, where we now measure the on-site symme-
try charge in the bulk of the mixed SPT state. In stan-
dard quantum error correction, where logical information
may be retained or leaked into the environment, access
to the environment qubits allows for perfect recovery of
the logical information. However, measurements in the
symmetry basis in the decohered SPT can in principle
destroy information about the symmetry charge. There-
fore, quantum information may not be perfectly trans-
mitted in this setting, even if one has access to the envi-
ronment decohering the SPT state.
To quantify the ability to transmit information in

this setting, we therefore introduce two types of coher-
ent information, 1) information transmission with ac-
cess to the environment, Ic(L : ERM), and 2) infor-
mation transmission without having access to the en-
vironment, Ic(L : RM). Our first result identifies
the classes of decoherence channels that allow informa-
tion to be perfectly transmitted after measurements of
the symmetry charge in the system, and with addi-
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tional access to the environment. This class of chan-
nels, which we refer to as symmetry-decoupling channels,
contains as a subset, weakly-symmetric channels (see
their definitions in Sec. III) which have been previ-
ously studied [2, 4, 6]. Interestingly there are classes of
symmetry-decoupling channels that are not weakly sym-
metric, but allow for perfect transmission of quantum
information.

A more practical scenario is when we don’t have ac-
cess to the environment. Whether we can still use the
system alone as a resource for information transmission
is not obvious. Ic(L : RM) quantifies the information re-
coverable about L using only the right boundary R and
measurement outcomes on the system. We prove a bound
on this quantity which depends on the amount of infor-
mation about the environment that can be decoded using
the system’s measurement outcomes M . More precisely,
if we can learn the value of the symmetry charge “leaked”
into the environment from the measurement outcomes on
the system then Ic(L : RM) = Ic(L : ERM). That is,
even in the presence of decoherence, the SPT state can be
used as a resource state for quantum information trans-
mission with the same fidelity as without decoherence.

We also show that Ic(L : RM) serves as an order pa-
rameter to distinguish different mixed-state phases based
on their power to transmit quantum information. We
want to emphasize that Ic(L : RM) probes the intrinsic
property of a mixed SPT state, and is independent of
the existence of any environment state. In the example
of Z-dephased 2d cluster state, we identify two phases
distinguished by their ability to transmit quantum in-
formation, as is diagnosed by Ic(L : RM). The phase
diagram is the same as the previous work [3], which uses
an Edwards-Anderson-like string-order parameter.

One of the key results of the paper is that the above co-
herent information quantities are directly related to the
two types of strange correlators introduced in [4]. More
precisely, Ic(L : RM) and Ic(L : ERM) being non-zero
implies that type-I and type-II strange correlators with
respect to a typical trivial density matrix are, respec-
tively, long-ranged.

B. Symmetry-Decoupling Channels

The symmetry-decoupling channels provide a new re-
sult of the paper. These channels are not necessarily
strongly nor weakly symmetric. We first recall that in a
strongly-symmetric channel the symmetry charge of the
system remains entirely in the system, while for a weakly-
symmetric channel, the charge is partially transferred
into the environment and the total charge is the sum
of charge in the system and environment. On the other
hand, the charge in the symmetry-decoupling channels
has no well-defined charge operator supported on the sys-
tem and environment independently and the total charge
is not given by a sum of charges from the two. However,
after measurement of the original charge within the sys-
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on A

Figure 3. Schematic depiction of a symmetry-decoupling
channel affecting region A. Subsequently, the symmetry
charge in A is measured. The resulting density matrix in

the complement B , ρ
(m)
B , now has an emergent weak sym-

metry. For generic non-symmetry-decoupling channels, the

post-measurement state ρ
(m)
B is not weakly symmetric.

tem, the remainder of the system becomes weakly sym-
metric, that is, the symmetry charge is now a sum of
the measured charge on the system and a corresponding
charge operator on the environment.

We illustrate these ideas with a simple example. Con-
sider a system with an on-site Z2 symmetry, and X mea-
sures the on-site symmetry charge at a single qubit. After
interactions with an external environment at that site,
this operator evolves into X ′. For weakly-symmetric
channels, the modified charge is X ′ = X ⊗ O for
some operator O supported within the environment, and
the total charge is the product of charges associated
with X and O. In contrast, the general action of a
symmetry-decoupling channel yields X ′ = X ⊗O1 + I ⊗
O2 (up to overall normalization) where O1,2 are oper-
ators which are exclusively supported on the environ-
ment. After measurement of X in the system, yield-
ing outcome m = ±1, the symmetry charge is given by
X ′ = mO1 +O2 which is only supported in the environ-
ment. Thus the symmetry charge “decouples” from the
system and has perfectly leaked in to the environment
after measurements within the system are performed.
The post-measurement state of the system is thus weakly
symmetric. This suggests an alternate definition for
symmetry-decoupling channels: these are the channels
for which strong on-site projective measurements of the
symmetry charge a sub-region A, after application of this
channel, leads to the emergence of a weak symmetry in
the density matrix for the complementary region, as de-
picted in Fig. 3.

We also present a quantum error-correction perspec-
tive on these probes. More precisely, the measurement
of the bulk qubits can be interpreted as a unitary quan-
tum evolution in a virtual time direction. Decoherence
introduces noise in this virtual evolution. The behavior
of coherent information Ic(L : RM) is thus mapped to
the decodability of the noisy quantum evolution. If the
virtual quantum dynamics has an error threshold then
the coherent information Ic(L : RM) is positive for de-
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coherence strengths below this threshold.
The above results are believed to hold for any initial

pure-state which lies within the SPT phase. Assum-
ing that information transition in the pure case is sta-
ble against symmetric perturbations, a symmetric low-
depth circuit on the system before decoherence should
not change the above results as long as we thicken the
boundaries with the thickness scaling with the depth of
the circuit. This implies that the SPT phase consisting of
ground states of SPT Hamiltonians is stable against de-
coherence since any pure state from SPT phase can still
be used for quantum communication after being acted
upon by decoherence.

II. INFORMATION TRANSMISSION WITH
PURE SPT ORDER

Before moving to the discussion of mixed states we
briefly review the protocol for pure states. This also helps
in setting up the notation for later use. As noted in the
previous section, the SPT phase can be characterized by
its resourcefulness to transmit quantum information from
one end to another by measurement of bulk qubits in a
symmetric basis. The setup is illustrated in Fig. 2. We
entangle dL ancillas L with the first layer of qubits of
the system at i = 1, where dL is a number which we
will clarify down below. We measure the system qubits
except for qubits at the right-most boundary R. Let the
measurement outcome be m. The amount of coherent
information in L transmitted to R is given by

Ic(L : RM) =
∑
m

pm(I(m)(L : R)− S(ρ
(m)
L )), (1)

where pm is the probability of observing measurement
outcome m, ρ(m) is the density matrix on the boundaries
post-measurement, I(m)(L : R) is the mutual information
between L and R for given measurement outcomem. See
Appendix A for proof of the above expression. Since for
pure SPTs L,R are in a pure state after measurement
the coherent information can be written as

Ic(L : RM) =
∑
m

pmS(ρ
(m)
R ). (2)

The state is in the SPT phase if the coherent informa-
tion is non-zero and positive in the thermodynamic limit
N → ∞. In other words, the boundaries become long-
range entangled post-measurement.

A. Logical operators

For positive coherent information in eq. (2) there are
logical operators on the L boundary that are transmitted
to the R boundary. We identify these logical operators
as the restriction of symmetry action on the boundary of
the systems as follows.

Let G =
∏

i gi be the symmetry action of an element
of the symmetry group, where i runs over all qubits and
gi is the on-site action of the symmetry. Starting from an
eigenstate of G, post measurement of gi in the bulk the
state is an eigenstate of

∏
i∈L gi

∏
j∈R gj , where i ∈ L,R

are qubits on the left, right boundary. R can measure∏
i∈R gi and learn the value of symmetric charge in L.

This immediately implies the transmission of the classi-
cal information stored in the operator GL =

∏
i∈L gi as

follows: initialize the L boundary in eigenstates of GL

according to some classical probability distribution. The
eigenvalue of GL can be determined by measuring the
qubits in the bulk and the R boundary. Repeated run
thus allows R, with the help of bulk outcomes, to learn
the probability distribution (or the classical informa-
tion). Furthermore, quantum information is transmitted
when the restrictions for different group elements are not
commuting. This suggests a connection between mixed
anomalies between different symmetry groups/elements
and the transmission of quantum information.

In 1d SPT states with open boundaries, the symmetry
action when restricted to the boundary forms a projective
representation of the symmetry group. These projective
representations consist of non-commuting operators and
thus result in transmitting quantum information. For
projective representation ω of the group G, if no two
group elements commute then the number of qubits in
the logical space is given by dL = log2

√
|G|, where |G|

is the size of the group G (recall we are working with fi-
nite Abelian groups); see Chapter 6, Theorem 6.6 in [59].
This condition is often referred to as maximally noncom-
mutative (MNC) condition [34]. The size of the logical
space is reduced when the representation ω contains com-
muting operators [59].
As argued above, a logical space exists on the bound-

aries of SPTs. This logical space can be decoupled from
the non-logical space by applying a unitary localized at
the boundaries. That is, after measuring all the qubits
in, the bulk the density matrix of the boundaries plus the
measurement outcomes can be written as,

ρL,R,M =
∑
m

pmρ
(m)
L,R |m⟩ ⟨m| (3)

= U†∑
m

pm |Φm⟩ ⟨Φm| ⊗ ρmL,restρ
m
R,rest ⊗ |m⟩ ⟨m|U,

where U = ULUR are local unitary rotation on L,R to
decouple the logical space, |Φm⟩ is an entangled state

between L,R residing in the logical space, and ρ
(m)
L,R,rest

are the remaining non-logical degrees of freedom on the
boundaries not carrying any logical information. We will
skip writing the unitary rotation U for brevity. It can be
easily seen that Ic(L : RM) =

∑
m pmS(TrL |Φm⟩ ⟨Φm|).

|Φm⟩ belongs to a 2dL dimensional Hilbert space where
dL is the number of logical qubits. Different measure-
ment outcomes m can lead to the same |Φm⟩ and thus
we define equivalency class γ as values of m resulting in
the same |Φm⟩. γ can be thought of as a many-to-one
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function from the space of measurement outcomes m to
the logical space. We therefore denote the state on the
logical space by |Φγ⟩. Note that the states |Φγ⟩ need not
be orthogonal. We then have,

ρL,R,M,Γ =
∑
γ

pγ |Φγ⟩ ⟨Φγ | ⊗ ρ
(γ)
LRM,rest ⊗ |γ⟩ ⟨γ| (4)

where ρ
(γ)
LRM,rest =

∑
m|γ pm|γ ρ

(m,γ)
L,rest ⊗ ρ

(m,γ)
R,rest ⊗ |m⟩ ⟨m|,

and Γ is collection of all possible values of γ. Since the
above density matrix is decoupled, we either measure or
trace out the non-logical degree of freedoms to get

ρL,R,Γ =
∑
γ

pγ |Φγ⟩ ⟨Φγ | ⊗ |γ⟩ ⟨γ| (5)

and the coherent information accessible using Γ is given
by

I(0)c (L : RΓ) = S(RΓ)− S(LRΓ)

=
∑
γ

pγS(TrL |Φγ⟩ ⟨Φγ |), (6)

= Ic(L : RM)

Coherent information is maximum for when each post-
measurement state in logical space is maximally entan-
gled. Also, it was argued in [38] that for SPTs protected
by Ableian symmetry, γ is given by the symmetry charge
in the bulk, that is, for Abelian symmetry, γ =

∏
imi.

This is intuitive since to have a stable notion of quantum
phase for quantum communication γ has to be robust
against weak symmetric perturbation in the bulk and
should be a function of the bulk symmetry charge.

From now on, we take γ to mean the symmetry charge
in the bulk. This also implies that any symmetric per-
turbation in the bulk should not affect the information
transmission as the value of γ does not change under the
perturbation. We will come back to this point later when
we talk about moving away from the fixed point.

B. Examples of Protocols Using Pure SPT’s

We now provide concrete examples to illustrate these
ideas:

Cluster State in d = 1: The Hamiltonian of the 1d clus-
ter state [60], which describes a zero-correlation-length
limit of a one-dimensional SPT phase protected by an
on-site Z2 × Z2 symmetry is given by

H = −
∑
i

Zi−1XiZi+1. (7)

It is known as a Z2 × Z2 SPT, where the two symme-
try charges are G0 =

∏
iX2i+1 and Ge =

∏
iX2i. The

string-order parameter that distinguishes the non-trivial
Z2 × Z2 SPT state to a Z2 × Z2 symmetric trivial state
is given by

Se = Z2i

j−1∏
k=i

X2k+1Z2j = 1, (8)

Figure 4. The qubit L is entangled with a subspace of the
left boundary of the 2d cluster state, corresponding to the
codespace of a one-dimensional repetition code. The repeti-
tion code encoding is used in hindsight, with the knowledge
that the cluster state with bulk measurement transmits the
repetition code space. However, we note that the probe of
quantum information transfer between L and R does not re-
quire prior detailed knowledge of this codespace. For exam-
ple, extensively many ancillas can be entangled with the left
boundary, to detect the coherent transmission of a qubit of
quantum information through the bulk.

with similar definition of So whose two end points live
on the odd sublattice. When the system ends on site L
and site R (both living on the odd sublattice), we keep
terms in the Hamiltonian that are fully supported in
the bulk. Then, we can interpret L and R as our logical
subspaces, and the logical operators are given by XL(R)

and ZL(R).

After measuring qubits in bulk with measurement out-
come m, the post-measurement state is given by,

|ψLR,m⟩ = Zγe

L Xγo

L

|11⟩+ |00⟩√
2

, (9)

where γe =
∏

im2i and γo =
∏

i=im2i+1 are nothing but
the measurement outcome of the bulk Z2×Z2 symmetry
charges. Together (γe, γo) identify the type of entangled
pair in the logical space and hence is enough to transmit
the information. We have Ic(L : RΓ) = 1 where Γ =
(γe, γo) = (1, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0) are the possible values
of γ.
Cluster State in d = 2: The 2d cluster state [61]

describes the zero-correlation-length limit of a two-
dimensional SPT phase protected by an on-site, global
Z2 symmetry, along with a one-form Z2 symmetry. This
state is defined on two dimensional Lieb lattice (Fig. 4)
with qubits defining on both vertices and edges. The
Hamiltonian of the 2d cluster state is given by

H = −
∑
v

Xv

∏
e∋v

Ze −
∑
e

Xe

∏
v∈e

Zv. (10)
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where v labels qubits on the vertices and e labels qubits
on the edges. The 2d cluster state is known as a

Z
(0)
2 × Z

(1)
2 SPT [62], where the upper index labels 0-

form and 1-form symmetry. The symmetry action of

Z
(0)
2 is given by GV =

∏
v∈V Xv where V is the set of

all vertices, and the symmetry action of Z
(1)
2 is given by

GE =
∏

e∈C Xe where C are the edges on any closed loop
on the lattice. The 2d cluster state admits a string or-
der parameter and a membrane order parameter, which
together distinguish it from a trivial symmetric state.
Those two order parameters are given by

M =
∏

e∈∂A

Ze

∏
v∈A

Xv = 1

S = Zvi

∏
e∈l

XeZvj = 1
(11)

where ∂A is a closed loop on the dual lattice enclosing A
and l are edges on a string living on the direct lattice
whose endpoints are vi and vj . We put the 2d clus-
ter state on an open cylinder with periodic boundary
conditions in the vertical direction and open boundary
conditions in the horizontal direction; the open bound-
ary is terminated as shown in Fig. 4. We keep terms
in the Hamiltonian that are fully supported in the bulk.
We identify the two 1-dimensional boundaries as logi-
cal space L and R. Note that the edge qubits at the
boundaries are considered part of the bulk. The cor-
responding logical operators are X̄L(R) =

∏
v∈VL(R)

Xv

and Z̄L(R) = ZvL(R)
, where VL(R) denotes the set of ver-

tex qubits on the L(R) and vL(R) denotes any one of
the vertex qubits on L(R). The logical operators can
be verified by finding restrictions of the symmetry op-
erators at the boundaries. Another way to check these
is as follows: After measuring the bulk qubits (red and
green qubits in Fig 4) the two boundaries are entangled
such that ⟨∏i∈VL

Xi

∏
j∈VR

Xj⟩ =
∏

i∈V mi and for any
Zi and Zj on the vertices of L,R boundary respectively,
⟨ZiZj⟩ =

∏
l∈ℓi,j

ml, where V denote the vertices and ℓi,j
is a string passing through edges connecting the i, j sites
at the opposite boundaries. These can be checked by
multiplying appropriate stabilizers of the cluster state.
The logical operators are therefore

∏
i∈VL

Xi and Zi for
any i ∈ VL since they develop long-range correlations and
are non-commuting. The logical space is the same as the
repetition code which allows us to rotate the boundaries
and trace out the non-logical qubits. To decode the logi-
cal information, we only need to know γV =

∏
i∈V = mi

and γℓ =
∏

l∈ℓml where ℓ is a string passing through
links connecting the two logical qubits.

III. INFORMATION TRANSMISSION USING
MIXED SPT ORDERS

In this section, we use the ideas presented above to
define mixed SPT states. We start with a pure SPT and

put local decoherence. The decoherence can be thought
of as environment qubits coming close and interacting
with the system’s qubits. We take the environment to be
initialized in a product state and the system-environment
interaction to be local. We denote the environment by
E and the system by S. As above, L,R denotes the left
and the right boundary of the system.
For mixed states, we study the information about L

at two locations, 1) in E,R and measurement outcomes
m combined, Ic(L : ERM), or 2) in R and m (without
needing access to the E qubits), Ic(L : RM). As we will
see in the next section, this classification of mixed-state
SPT based on the above information theoretic probes
is also related to other mixed-state SPT probes such as
strange correlators. Surprisingly, we find a class of chan-
nels dubbed as symmetry-decoupling channels that de-
stroy the symmetry in the system but have non-trivial
behavior for the above quantities. These channels are
outside the scope of any studies on mixed SPTs so far.
In Sec. IIIA we explore the conditions for the measure-
ments not destroying the information. In other words,
when can the information be recovered with the access
to the environment? We prove Theorem 1 which gives
the sufficient condition for such. We also introduce var-
ious types of decoherence channels. In Sec. III B we ex-
plore the behavior of the information without access to
the environment, Ic(L : RM). We derive the expression
in eq. (25) for the coherent information and relate it to
the performance of a decoder in learning the symmetry
charge of the system. We also present calculations for
Ic(L : RM) for various channels.
Before we move our discussion further, we want to re-

view the standard symmetry conditions for a density ma-
trix ρ. Given a symmetry group G, we say G is a strong
symmetry if any group element g ∈ G acts as

Ugρ = eiθ(g)ρ, (12)

where eiθ(g) is a phase factor. We say G is a weak sym-
metry if any group element g ∈ G acts on a symmetric
state as

UgρU
†
g = ρ. (13)

We call a quantum channel E a strongly/weakly symmet-
ric channel if G is a strong/weak symmetry for E [ρ]. We
will also consider symmetry-decoupling channels later
which are neither strong nor weak symmetric. In the
rest of the paper, we always assume G to be the symme-
try group or a subgroup of the symmetry group of a pure
SPT phase.

A. Coherent Quantum Information with Access to
the Environment, Ic(L : ERM)

Let the system be an SPT state protected by on-site
symmetry G = ⊗iGi. We can purify the decoherence
channel E [·] that acts on the system |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ| by introduc-
ing an environment state |E⟩ and system-environment
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interaction USE . The channel can then be represented
as

E [|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|] = TrE [U
SE |ψ⟩ ⊗ |E⟩ ⟨E| ⊗ ⟨ψ| (USE)†]. (14)

In the composite pure state of system and environment∣∣ψSE
〉
(≡ USE |ψ⟩ ⊗ |E⟩), the original symmetry charge

G of |ψ⟩ gets transformed into GSE ≡ USEG(USE)†.
Note that we are abusing the notation by also using G
for the set of unitary operators representing the action of
symmetry group G. That is, G also represents elements
from the set {Ug|g ∈ G} where Ug is the representation
of g.

The above symmetry conditions for a quantum chan-
nel E can be restated in terms of its purification. If E
is strongly symmetric, then the new symmetry charge
can only take the form of GSE = G ⊗ 1E . For weakly
symmetric E there exists a purification of environment
state |E⟩ and interaction USE such that the new sym-
metry charge takes the form of GSE = G ⊗GE and |E⟩
is symmetric under GE [2, 6].

In the rest of the paper, we focus on decoherence com-
posed of single-qubit decoherence channel. This condi-
tion can be relaxed but we assume them to simplify the
discussion. As a result, we can always choose an environ-
ment state |E⟩ which is a product state like |E⟩ = ⊗ |ei⟩.
Accordingly, the system-environment interaction USE

can be chosen as the tensor product of local uniary gates,
i.e. USE = ⊗USE

i . Each local symmetry charge Gi

then gets transformed into GSE
i = USE

i Gi(U
SE
i )†. We

always want to measure the system qubits in eigenbasis
Gi. Without decoherence, local symmetry charge mea-
surements of the system can transmit the quantum in-
formation as discussed in Sec. II. After interaction with
the environment, we can still transmit coherent informa-
tion by measuring GSE

i in the bulk. However, to call the
mixed state an SPT state we still want to measure Gi (or
any other symmetric operator) on the system otherwise
away from the fixed point the measurement operator on
the system might change. Such a protocol to character-
ize the SPT phase will then be ill-defined since we could
also perform measurements on special non-SPT states
and entangle the boundaries [63]. This restriction on
the measurement protocol leads to the following condi-
tion for the measurements to not destroy the information,

GSE
i Pmi

= O
(m)
i , where Pmi

is a projection operator to

an eigenstate of Gi and O
(m)
i is some operator supported

on the environment alone and depends on the measure-
ment outcome m. Another way to write the above con-

dition is GSE
i =

∑
mO

(m)
i Pm. In other words, GSE

i have

product eigenstates |o(m)
i ⟩⊗|mi⟩ where |o(m)

i ⟩ is an eigen-

state of O
(m)
i , so that measuring Gi is not incompatible

with measurement of the true symmetry charge GSE
i . We

call this condition the symmetry-decoupling condition.
It implies that the value of GSE

i can be determined by
first measuring Gi on the system followed by measuring

O
(m)
i on the environment (the measurement of the en-

vironment depends on the measurement outcome of the

system).
A couple of things to note before we move on. The

symmetry-decoupling channels above guarantee trans-
mission of quantum information when the system is mea-
sured in the local symmetry charge basis (as we will
show in the theorem below). Here we assume that
measurements on the system are performed before the
measurements on the environment. In general, this se-
quence is important as the measurement basis for the
environment depends on the measurement outcomes of
the system. Also, for SPTs with higher form symme-
tries, Ic(L : ERM) may be positive even for weak non-
symmetry-decoupling channels and show a transition to
zero value as the decoherence strength is increased. We
note that requiring Ic(L : ERM) to be positive for any
strength of decoherence requires that this decoherence
channel obeys the symmetry-decoupling condition.
Let us be more precise now. Let m be local measure-

ments performed on the system in the symmetry basis.
Let us denote the set of all possible measurement out-

comes by M . Let I
(0)
c (L : RM) be the coherent informa-

tion without decoherence. We then have the following
theorem.

Theorem 1. Let new symmetry operator post-
decoherence supported on the system and the envi-

ronment be of the form GSE =
∑

m∈M O
(m)
E Pm, where

Pm is the projection to measurement outcome m in the

bulk and O
(m)
E are operators on the environment. The co-

herent information post-decoherence is then the same as

that without decoherence, Ic(L : ERM) = I
(0)
c (L : RM),

where I
(0)
c (L : RM) is the coherent information without

decoherence.

Proof. Let ρ0 = |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ| be the pure SPT state. Let

ρ(m) ∝ Pmρ0Pm = ρ
(m)
LR ⊗ |m⟩ ⟨m| be the post-

measurement state of the boundaries. Pm is projection

on the system to outcome m. I
(0)
c (L : RM) is given

by the average of von-Neumann entanglement entropy

between LR, I
(0)
c (L : RM) =

∑
m pmSR(ρ

(m)
LR ) (see Ap-

pendix A).
Post-decoherence, in addition to the system, mea-

surements on the environment are also considered. In
particular, the environment is measured in basis O

(m)
E

which depends on the measurement outcome m on the
system. Let us denote the environment measurements
by e and the set of outcomes by ME . The post-

measurement state of the boundaries is given by ρ
(m,e)
LR =

PE
e PmUρ0ρ

E
0 U

†PmP
E
e , where U is the interaction be-

tween E,S and ρE0 is the initial state of the environ-
ment. PE

e is the projection of environment to eigen-

value of O
(m)
E . Note that the projectors without any

superscript denotes projection on the system and those
with superscript E and SE are projectors on the envi-
ronment and the union of system and environment re-
spectively. The symmetry-decoupling condition for the
symmetry GSE implies PE

e Pm = PmP
SE
e where PSE

e
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is projection to eigenstates of GSE with eigenvalue e.
Using GSE = UGU† we also have PSE

e U = UPe and
the post-measurement state is PmUPeρ0ρ

E
0 PeU

†Pm =

PmU
(
ρ
(e)
LR ⊗ |e⟩ ⟨e|

)
ρE0 U

†Pm = ρ
(e)
LR ⊗ ρjunk, where

ρjunk = PmU
(
|e⟩ ⟨e| ρE0

)
U†Pm (recall that we assume

that U doesn’t act on the boundaries). Since the reduced
density matrix on LR post-measurement is the same as
that without the decoherence, the coherent information

is unchanged, Ic(L : ERM) = I
(0)
c (L : RM). This com-

pletes the proof.

After measurements on E,S the state on the bound-
aries and the measurement register is

ρL,R,M,ME
=
∑
m∈M

pm
∑

e∈ME

pe|mρ
(m,e)
L,R ⊗ |m, e⟩ ⟨m, e| ,

(15)

where pm, pe|m are probability to observe outcomes m
on system and e on environment given that system had
outcomes m respectively. The coherent information in
E,R,M is given by,

Ic(L : ERM) =
∑
m

pm
∑
e

pe|m
(
S(ρ

(m,e)
R )− S(ρ

(m,e)
LR )

)
=
∑
m

pm
∑
e

pe|mS(ρ
(m,e)
R ), (16)

and is be equal to the information before the decoher-
ence as the reduced density matrix on the boundaries is
unchanged.
Following the discussion around eq. (4), we don’t need

full knowledge of the measurement outcomes to trans-
mit the logical space and only the equivalency class γ of
the post-measurement logical state is required. We can
throw away the bulk measurements on E except for the
symmetric charge γe =

∏
i ei and trace/measure out the

non-logical space on the boundaries.
We also note that though the above formalism though

seems to depend explicitly on how the environment is
chosen, coherent information does not depend on such
choice. Using Stinespring theorem a minimal p We can
apply any unitary rotation on the environment but this
only changes the new symmetry charge GSE or more pre-

cisely, the operators O
(m)
i . The crucial point is that there

always exists a measurement basis in the environment,
which might be highly non-local, such that performing
measurements on such a basis can transmit the informa-
tion across the bulk. Another important point is that
the measurement basis on the system is fixed, and it is
the measurements in this symmetric basis that protect
the information transmission away from the fixed point.
This makes the above probe well-defined for the mixed
SPT phase. We will come back to this point in detail
when we perturb away from the fixed point in Sec. V.

We now discuss various examples of decoherence chan-
nels for the 1d cluster state to demonstrate the above

ideas. The 1d cluster state has Z2×Z2 symmetry gener-
ated by

∏
i∈AXi and

∏
i∈B Xi where A,B are two sub-

lattices bi-partitioning the lattice. We can apply deco-
herence to both sublattices independently with different
strengths, pa, pb. We now discuss a few types of decoher-
ences.
a. Z dephasing A local Z-dephasing channel acts

on the density matrix as

NZ
i [ρ] = (1− p)ρ+ pZiρZi,

where p is the strength of the dephasing. We consider
the channel has different strength pa and pb when acting
on sublattices A and B. The channel can be purified
by introducing an environment initialized in a product
state of |0⟩s and the system-environment interaction is
given by U = CZ.Rx(θ) where CZ is the controlled-Z
gate and Rx(θ) is rotation around the x-axis by angle
θ. The strength of the dephasing is given by p = sin2 θ
and θ ∈ [0, π/4]. The dephasing channel does not act on
the system boundary qubits. The new symmetry charges
after the interaction are

∏
i∈A(B) Z

E
i Xi. Notice that the

new symmetry charge is independent of the dephasing
strengths pa and pb.
Since the new symmetry is of the form required by The-

orem 1, the coherent information Ic(L : ERM) = 1 since
the pure cluster state can transmit information perfectly,
see eq. (9). Performing Xi measurements in the bulk of
the system followed by ZE

i measurements in the environ-
ment allows the symmetry charge to be learned and is
enough to transmit the information following discussion
around eq. (9), the information transmitted after post-
decoherence with the help of system and environment is
equal to that pre-decoherence.
The same analysis and conclusion also hold for

Y-dephasing.

b. SWAP channel The SWAP channel is defined
as a SWAP gate acting between system qubits and the
environment qubits initialized in the product state of
eigenstates of X operator |+⟩ state. The Krauss oper-
ator representation is given by

N Sw
i [ρ] = Pi,+ρPi,+ + ZiPi,−ρPi,−Zi, (17)

where Pi,± are projection to ± eigenstates of Xi. Clearly
since the environment has access to the original qubits
from the system

Ic(L : ERM) = 1. (18)

This can also be argued using Theorem 1 as the
new symmetry charge is ⊗iX

E
i and satisfy the

symmetry-decoupling condition.

c. Controlled Hadamard The controlled
Hadamard gate is defined by initializing the environment
in |0⟩ state and applying interaction U = CH.Rx(θ)
where CH is controlled Hadamard gate with control
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from the environment. The new symmetry charge on
site i is given by UXiU

† ∝ ZE
i ZiHiZi +Hi. Let the

decoherence act only on one sublattice. Measuring the
system in X-basis would destroy UXiU

† as they don’t
commute. Thus we expect

Ic(L : ERM) = 0. (19)

For decoherence acting on both sublattices the coherent
information −1.

d. Symmetry-decoupling channel Let us con-
sider a channel where the new local symmetry charge
under the generic symmetry-decoupling channel is given
by GSE

i = sin θXiX
E
i + cos θIZE

i , where XE , ZE acts
on the environment. This channel, for example, can be
purified by introducing the interaction

USE
i = CNOT · eiθY E

i · SWAP (20)

where the CNOT is controlled by the environment qubit,
and an environment state |ei⟩ = cosϕ

∣∣0E〉+ sinϕ
∣∣1E〉.

In general, the channel defined via the above interac-
tion is not weakly symmetric except at special points,
cos θ = 0 or tanϕ = ±1; the latter is true when the en-
vironment starts in the eigenstate of XE

i . The proof can
be found in Appendix C 1.

Using Theorem 1 the coherent information Ic(L :
ERM) = 1. We will later see that the coherent in-
formation Ic(L : ERM) is closely connected to the
mixed-state strange correlator and density matrix un-
der symmetry-decoupling channel has a non-zero value
for the strange correlator despite being a non-weak-
symmetric channel. This is an interesting result as so far
the studies of mixed-state SPT were restricted to weak-
symmetric channels and the above channel is an example
of a non-weak-symmetric channel with SPT order in the
mixed-state.

B. Coherent Information without access to the
environment, Ic(L : RM)

Here we ask about the amount of coherent informa-
tion transmitted to R without having access to the en-
vironment. The new symmetry charge GSE cannot be
deterministically known if we don’t have access to the E
qubits. The best one can do in this case is to “guess”
or decode the values of γe using the measured outcomes.
The coherent information stored in the right boundary R
and the measurement outcomes M , Ic(L : RM), is given
by,

Ic(L : RM) =
∑
m

pmS(ρ
(m)
R )− S(ρ

(m)
LR ), (21)

where

ρLRM =
∑
m

pmρ
(m)
LR |m⟩ ⟨m| , (22)

ρ
(m)
LR =

∑
γ∈Γe

pγ|m
∑
e

pe|γ,mρ
(m,e,γ)
LR

≡
∑
γ∈Γe

pγ|m |Φγ,m⟩ ⟨Φγ,m|
∑
e

pe|γ,mρ
(m,e,γ)
LR,rest,

(23)

where we have split the boundary space into logical and
non-logical degrees of freedom; the logical part only de-
pends on γ. See discussion around eq. (3), (4). We mea-
sure or trace out the non-logical degree of freedom and
have

Ic(L : RM) =
∑
m

pmS

(∑
γ

pγ|mTrL |Φγ,m⟩ ⟨Φγ,m|
)
−

−
∑
m

pmS

(∑
γ

pγ|m |Φγ,m⟩ ⟨Φγ,m|
)

≥
∑

m,γ∈Γe

pm,γS(ρ
(m,γ)
R )−

∑
m

pmH(pγ|m),

= Ic(L : ERM)−
∑
m

pmH(pγ|m), (24)

whereH(pγ|m) is the Shannon entropy of the distribution
pγ|m. In the above expressions we used the inequality∑

i

piS(ρi) ≤ S(
∑
i

piρi) ≤
∑
i

piS(ρi) +H(pi)

to go from line 2 to 3. If H(pγ|m) = 0 then Ic(L : RM) =
Ic(L : ERM) (since Ic(L : RM) ≤ Ic(L : ERM) by data
processing inequality [58]). In other words, the informa-
tion can be transmitted without access to the environ-
ment qubits if the symmetry charge leaked into the envi-
ronment can be perfectly learned from the measurement
outcomes M on the system.
Also interestingly, the inequality in the above expres-

sion is saturated when |Φγ,m⟩ are orthogonal for dif-
ferent γ and Ic(L : ERM) is maximum. That is, if
⟨Φγ1,m|Φγ2,m⟩ = δγ1,γ2

and TrL |Φγ,m⟩ ⟨Φγ,m| ∝ I then

Ic(L : RM) = Ic(L : ERM)−H(pγ|m). (25)

The above equation is one of key results of the paper.
We expect the conditions for the above equation to be
true for computationally complete resource states such
as cluster states. The above equation thus provides an
important information-theoretic identity for the compu-
tational use of mixed-state SPTs.

We now work out a few examples for cluster states in
various dimensions.

1. Cluster State in d = 1

a. Z-dephasing For 1d cluster state, |Φγ⟩ are max-
imally entangled orthogonal states and thus Ic(L :
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Figure 5. Behavior of Ic(L : RM) of 1d cluster state under
decoherence. The two axes are the strength of the decoher-
ence on a and b sublattice. For blue regions only classical
information is transmitted. When decoherence acts on both
sublattices no information is transmitted (grey region).

RM) = Ic(L : ERM) − ∑
m pmH(pγ|m) = 1 −∑

m pmH(pγ|m). For 1d cluster state γ =
∏

i Z
E
i ⊗ Xi

where γ consist of two values γ0, γ1 defined for odd and
even sublattices. Let us assume that the decoherence
only acts on even sublattice for now, that is, pb = 0.
Thus we need to estimate

∏
i Z

E
i on even sublattice us-

ing measurement outcomes of Xi on the system. The
optimal strategy is to guess Zi

E using maximum likeli-
hood given the value of ⟨Zi

E⟩ = 1− 2pa, i.e the probabil-
ity of having ZE

i = 1 is p0 =
(
⟨Zi

E⟩+ 1
)
/2 = 1 − pa.

Using the above maximum likelihood probability, the

probability of
∏

i Z
E
i = 1 is pγ=1|m = 1+(1−2pa)

N

2 and

pγ=−1|m = 1−(1−2pa)
N

2 , where N is the number of qubits
getting decohered. The entropy of this distribution is∑

m

pmH(pγ|m) ≈ 1− (1− 2pa)
2N/(2 ln 2)

and

Ic(L : RM) = (1− 2p)2N/(2 ln 2) = e−N/ξ (26)

with ξ = −1
2 ln(1−2p) .

If both the sublattices are decohered then∑
m

pmH(pγ|m) ≈ 2−
(
(1− 2pa)

2N + (1− 2pb)
2N
)
/(2 ln 2)

and

Ic(L : RM) = −1 +
(
(1− 2pa)

2N + (1− 2pb)
2N
)
/(2 ln 2).

(27)

Fig. 5 shows the phase diagram of the cluster state under
decoherence.

Another way to arrive at the above result is to calculate
Ic(L : RM) using

Ic(L : RM) =
∑
m

pmI
(m)(L : R)− Ic(L : ERM), (28)

Figure 6. Behavior of Ic(L : RM) of 2d cluster state under de-
coherence. pl, pv are the strengths of the decoherence on link
qubits and vertex qubits respectively. In the green region, the
full logical information is transmitted, while only classical in-
formation is transmitted in the blue regions. The grey region
denotes no information is transmitted and is completely lost
to the environment. For pv = 0, Ic(L : RM) sees a transition
for symmetry-decoupling channels acting on links.

where pm is probability of observing outcomes m and
I(m)(L : R) is mutual information between L,R for out-
comes m. We will come back to this in Sec. IVB where
we will connect the behavior of Ic(L : RM) with type-I
strange correlators.
b. SWAP channel Under the SWAP channel,

the system qubits are taken by the environment. If
only one sublattice qubits are swapped then we can still
determine γ on the other sublattice H(pγ|m) = 1 and
thus Ic(L : RM) = 0. But if qubits from both sublattices
are swapped then H(pγ|m) = 2 and Ic(L : RM) = 0.

c. Symmetry-decoupling channel The calcula-
tion for generic symmetry-decoupling channel proceeds
in a similar manner as for the Z-dephasing, except that

instead of guessing the value of ZE
i we guess O

(m)
i . We

can show that ⟨O(m)
i ⟩ = 0 and using the maximum like-

lihood guess for γ, H(pγ|m) = 1 (decoherence acts only
on one sub-lattice) and Ic(L : RM) = 0.

2. Cluster State in d = 2

a. Z-dephasing As discussed in Sec. II B, for in-
formation transmission the values of γV =

∏
i∈V mi and

γl =
∏

i∈ℓH
mi are needed where mi are measurement

outcomes of Xi in the bulk, and ℓH is a string passing
through the links and ending on the two boundaries L,R.
After interaction with the environment, the new on-site

Z
(1)
2 symmetry charge is UXiU

† = ZE
i Xi. In the absence

of any decoherence on the vertices, pv = 0, H(pγv|m) = 0
as all measurement outcomes on the vertices are trust-
ful and we have γV =

∏
i∈V mi. For decoherence on
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edges with strength pl, the measurement outcomes on
edges can be faulty and we want to guess/decode the true

symmetry charge. By Z
(1)
2 symmetry, for any plaquette∏

i∈□ Z
E
i Xi = 1 and therefore

∏
i∈□ Z

E
i =

∏
i∈□mi. We

can think of the plaquette with
∏

i∈□mi = −1 as having
an error syndrome, that is, one (or odd number) of the
qubits in the plaquette has a faulty measurement out-
come. We want to identify and remove these errors by
applying strings operator

∏
i∈C X

E
i , where C are open

strings connecting the erroneous plaquettes and flipping
the measurement outcomes mi along the string. The
probability of an error occurring at site i is equal to the
probability of having ZE

i = −1 and is equal to the deco-
herence strength pl. Also not that, adding a contractible
close loop of errors doesn’t change the answer as the sym-
metry string will pass an even number of times through
the error loop. The decoder thus need not identify the
exact error string but a path equivalent to the original
error string up to close loops of errors. Given the er-
ror syndromes, thus there are two equivalency classes for
doing these matchings as shown below.

A matching C that does not create a non-contractible
loop of ZE

i = −1 (left figure) would then give the cur-
rent value of γl by

∏
i∈l simi, where si = −1 if i ∈ C

and is otherwise equal to 1. However, if the probability
of a non-contractible loop (right figure) is non-zero after
matching of the errors, the value of γl would be wrong
and unreliable. We also assume that there is no decoher-
ence at the edge qubits on the boundaries otherwise there
might be non-contractible loops of O(1) size starting and
ending at the boundary. The above decoding problem
is the same as the decoding problem for the Toric code
under X-dephasing of strength pl and is known to have
a finite error threshold [44] at pl ≈ 0.109. Moreover,
the error threshold transition is known to lie in the ran-
dom bond Ising model (RBIM) universality class along
the Nishimori line [64]. In conclusion, H(pγl|m) = 0 for
pl < pc ≈ 0.109 and equal to 1 for pl > pc where pc is the
critical point of 2d RBIM. And thus, Ic(L : RM) behaves
as

Ic(L : RM) =

{
1 pl < pc
0 pl > pc

. (29)

The zero value of the coherent information is related to
the fact that X̄ logical operator is transmitted but the Z
logical is destroyed.

On relaxing the assumption of no decoherence at the
boundary edge qubits, there is a probability for a short
non-contractible loop at the boundary. In this case, we
expect Ic(L : RM) < 1 but non-zero for pl < pc. We

will study a similar scenario in Sec. IVB where we will
consider information transmission in SPT between any
two points in the bulk.
When pv is also non-zero then H(pγv|m) = 1 −

exp(O(NV )) where NV are the number of qubits on ver-
tices getting decohered. This can be seen using the same
line of reasoning as for the 1d cluster state above. In this
case then

Ic(L : RM) =

{
0 pl < pc
−1 pl > pc

. (30)

We show the phase diagram for the 2d cluster state under
decoherence in Fig. 6.
b. Symmetry-decoupling channel To get non-

trivial behavior under symmetry-decoupling channels we
need to consider channels smoothly connected to the
identity channel. We therefore modify the chan-
nel such that with probability 1 − q no decoher-
ence occurs at the qubit and with probability q the
symmetry-decoupling channel defined in eq. (20) acts.
Then we show below that Ic(L : RM) = 1 for low enough
values of q.
Let us be more precise. For each decohered system

qubit, we introduce two environment qubits E1,2. The
qubit E2 is initialized in |e2⟩ =

√
1− q |0⟩2+

√
q |1⟩2. We

apply the following gate to the three qubits,

U |ψ⟩ |e1⟩ |e2⟩ =
√
1− q |ψe1⟩ |0⟩2 +

√
qU |ψe1⟩ |1⟩2 ,

where U is the unitary introduced in eq. (20) as
symmetry-decoupling channel. The 2nd environment ap-
plies a control-U gate on the system qubit and the 1st
environment qubit.
As discussed above, we want to know the symmetric

charge string
∏

i∈ℓh
Xi where ℓh is a string running from

a qubit on L to another qubit on R. Due to errors,
the system outcomes would not give the right value for
the above string. We define an outcome mi at bond i
to be erroneous if the actual symmetric charge at i is
−mi. The probability of a bond being erroneous is given

by Tr
1−miX

′
i

2 PmiρPmi

1−miX
′
i

2 , where X ′ is the modified
symmetry charge supported on the system and the en-
vironment qubit. The probability (up to normalization)
for obtaining measurement outcomes m and having erro-
neous qubits ϵ is given by,

P (m, ϵ) ∼
∏
i∈ϵ

qi
∏
i/∈ϵ

(1− q + qi) × (31)

×
∑
C

∏
i∈C

miϵi,

where C is a close loop on the lattice, qi = q
(
1+rmi

2

)
,

r = ⟨XE⟩ is the average value of the environment’s qubits
initial state, and ϵi = −1 if i is an erroneous qubit and
+1 otherwise. Here we abuse the notation by denoting
the set of erroneous qubits by ϵ and also ϵi = ±1 are
variables defined on the erroneous set; the use of the
notation should be clear from the context.
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From the probability distribution in eq. (31) one can
define a maximum likelihood decoder and write a stat
mech model. Deferring the technical details to Ap-
pendix B, the decoder’s behavior is determined by a dis-
ordered stat-mech model with partition function given
by,

Z(m, ϵ) ∼
(∑

σ

e
∑

ab βJabϵabτaτb+hmab

)
, (32)

where τa are Ising spins living on the plaquettes of the
original lattice. We have

eβJab+hmab ∝ 1− q + qab

e−2βJab = qab/(1− q + qab).

Note that qab and hence Jab depends on mab. The dis-
order distribution for mab and ϵab is given by eq. (31).
We are not able to exactly solve the model but we be-
lieve that model has an order-disorder transition as the
value of q is increased. This would correspond to having
a transition in Ic(L : RM) as the strength of the deco-
herence is increased. One way to argue for a transition is
to note that in the limit ⟨XE

i ⟩ = 0 the stat mech model
reduces to RBIM which is known to have order-disorder
transition. The universality class of the transition is how-
ever expected to be different than the RBIM transition
in general. We also believe that not all weak symmetric
channels will have RBIM transition and thus there is no
connection between having weak-symmetry and having
RBIM transition.

IV. INFORMATION TRANSMISSION AND
THE MIXED-STATE STRANGE CORRELATOR

In this section we make connections between the quan-
tum communication property of mixed SPTs probed
through coherent information Ic(L : ERM) and Ic(L :
RM) and type-II and type-I strange correlators [4, 5]
respectively. We show that positive Ic(L : ERM) im-
plies a non-zero type-II strange correlator and non-zero
type-I strange correlator indicates transmission of non-
trivial quantum information using the mixed state SPT,
that is Ic(L : RM) > 0. Strange correlators had been
proposed as a many-body mixed state probe for mixed
and average SPT based on order in double Hilbert space.
Such probes usually lack practical and operational mean-
ing. The results below provide an operational mean-
ing to such probes. Moreover, as we have seen above,
Ic(L : ERM) > 0 for symmetry-decoupling channels,
which need not be weakly symmetric. The results in this
section then surprisingly imply that strange correlators
are also non-zero for such channels.

A. Type II strange correlator

We prove that non-trivial the coherent information
Ic(L : ERM) implies non-trivial type-II strange corre-
lator for mixed SPTs introduced in [4]. The mixed state

type-II strange correlator SCII is defined as

SCII
ij =

Tr
(
ρOiOjρ0OiO

†
j

)
Tr (ρρ0)

, (33)

where ρ is the density matrix of a decohered SPT state,
whose symmetry group is G before decoherence, and ρ0
is a G-symmetric product state. We purify the decoher-
ence channel by defining an environment state E and the
system-environment interaction U . The composite state
of the system and environment is another pure SPT state
under the symmetry GSE = UGU†. The type-I strange
correlator for this pure SPT state |ψSE⟩ is given by

SCI
ij =

Tr
(
⟨ψSE |CSE

i
†(CSE

j )|m, e(m)⟩
)

Tr
(〈
ψSE

∣∣m, e(m)
〉) , (34)

where
∣∣m, e(m)

〉
= ⊗i|mi, e

(m)
i ⟩, and |mi⟩ , |e(m)

i ⟩ are

respectively eigenstates of Gi and O
(m)
i (recall by

symmetry-decoupling condition GSE
i =

∑
mi
O

(m)
i Pmi

,∣∣m, e(m)
〉

is then a GSE-symmetric product state),

and CSE
i is charged under GSE . We write CSE

i =∑
m C

(m)
i ZiPm, where Zi |m⟩ = |m′⟩, C(m)

i is a uni-
tary operator that rotates the environment qubit from
eigenstate of O(m) to an eigenstate of O(m′) such that

GSE
i C

(m)
i Zi|mi, e

(m)
i ⟩ = eiθe

(m)
i |m′

i, e
(m′)
i ⟩ where eiθ is a

phase not equal to 1. We can also show that

GSE
i

†CSE
i GSE

i = eiθCSE
i . (35)

We introduce the following marginalized strange corre-
lator which we will see below is related to the mixed-state
type-II strange correlator,

SCII
ij =

Tr
(∑

e(m) |⟨ψSE |C†
i ZiCjZj |m, e(m)⟩|2

)
Tr
(∑

e(m) |
〈
ψSE

∣∣m, e(m)
〉
|2
) , (36)

where we suppress the implicit superscript (m) from op-
erators Ci. Since |ψSE⟩ is a SPT state with symmetry

GSE , | ⟨ψSE |C†
i ZiCjZj |m, e⟩ |2 = | ⟨ψSE |m, e⟩ |2 and the

above expression for the modified SC is non-zero.
Let us focus on the numerator. We can rewrite it as

follows ∑
e(m)

| ⟨ψSE |C†
i ZiCjZj |m, e(m)⟩|2

=
∑
e(m)

| ⟨ψSE |ZiZj |m, e(m)⟩|2

= ρZiZjρ0ZiZj ,
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where ρ = TrE |ψSE⟩ ⟨ψSE | is the density matrix of the
system. To go to the 2nd line above we have used the
fact that Ci is unitary rotation on ei and since we are
summing over the complete basis of ei, the overall rota-
tion can be dropped. The denominator is similarly equal
to TrSρρ0. Thus we have,

Tr
(
ρZiZjρ0ZiZ

†
j

)
Tr (ρρ0)

=
Tr
(∑

e | ⟨ψSE |CiC
†
j

∣∣m, e(m)
〉
|2
)

Tr
(∑

e |
〈
ψSE

∣∣m, e(m)
〉
|2
) ,

(37)

which is non-zero as argued in the above paragraph.
We have shown above that the symmetry-decoupling

condition implies that the type-II strange correlator is
non-zero. Moreover, Ic(L : ERM) > 0 is true if
and only if the decoherence is symmetry-decoupling .
This concludes the claim that Ic(L : ERM) > 0 im-
plies a non-zero type-II strange correlator. We per-
form explicit calculations for strange correlators under
symmetry-decoupling channel in Appendix C 2 and find
non-trivial values for strange correlators.

B. Type-I strange correlator

In this section, we make the connection between co-
herent information Ic(L : RM) and type-I strange corre-
lators. Since strange correlators are typically computed
when the system is put on periodic boundary conditions,
we would like to consider a different setup to better es-
tablish this connection. In particular, we would like to
consider information transmission between two subsys-
tems L and R for SPT with periodic boundaries (in the
case of 1d and 2d cluster state, L and R each represent a
qubit). We entangle one of the subspaces, say L, with a
reference qubit in a Bell pair and ask how much coherent
information is been transmitted to R after measuring out
the rest of the qubits; refer to Fig. 2 but with periodic
boundary conditions. This is given by (see Appendix A)

Ic(L : RM) =
∑
m

pmI
(m)(L : R)− S(m)(ρL) (38)

where I(m)(L : R) is the mutual information between L
and R after measuring out the bulk qubits given measure-
ment outcome m, S(m)(ρL) is the von-Neumann entropy
of L in the trajectory m, and pm is the probability of
getting measurement outcome m according to the Born
rule.

We first want to study the structure of the post-
measurement reduced density matrix of L and R given
by

ρSm ≡ trB
[
ρSρm

]
, (39)

where B is the compliment of L ∪ R. ρm is a projec-
tion operator projecting to measurement outcomes m in
the region B (and can also be interpreted as the den-
sity matrix of a trivial product state labeled by m. This

already hints the connection between strange correlator
and measurement-based quantum communication.) If we
write ρSm in the symmetry charge basis, we can decom-
pose it into a direct sum of different charge sectors:

ρSm =
⊕
mLR

ρSm,mLR
, (40)

where mLR labels the symmetry charge on L and R.
Let us focus on cluster state for simplicity. The type-I

strange correlator is defined as

SCI
L,R =

TrρSZLZRρm
TrρSρm

,

=
TrρSmZLZRρmLR

TrρSmρmLR

, (41)

where in the 2nd line we have traced out all quits except
qubits in L,R. It is obvious from the above expression
that the off-diagonal elements of ρSm,mLR

control the be-
havior of the strange correlator (since Z operator is the
charge generating operator for X). Thus, in the X-basis
the reduced density matrices are of the form

ρSm,mLR
= pmLR

(
1
2

1
2SC

I
L,R

1
2SC

I
L,R

1
2

)
, (42)

where pmLR
is the probability to observe charge mLR.

Note that we assumed that SCL,R does not change with
mLR in eq. (41) otherwise the diagonal elements won’t
be equal. From eq. (42) and (40) we find that

I(m)(L : R) = 2−
∑

pmLR
S
(
ρSm,mLR

)
−H({pmLR

)},
(43)

where H({pi}) = −∑i pi ln pi is the classical entropy.
Consider H({pmLR

}) = 0 which corresponds to when
the symmetric charge on LR is fixed, that is the sym-
metric charge associated with qubits L,R is not getting
decohered. This happens, for example, when only one
sublattice of the cluster state is being decohered. We
immediately see from the above expressions that a non-
zero strange correlator for typical trajectories m implies
greater than 1 trajectory mutual information and posi-
tive coherent information by eq.(38). As a special case,
for SCL,R = 1, for example for pure cluster states, the
coherent information is maximum. As a direct applica-
tion of the above arguments, we can recover the result
in eq. (26) which was arrived at from the perspective of
decoding. It has been computed in [4] that the Type-I
strange correlator has the following behavior

SCI
1,2n+1 = e−n/ξ, ξ = 1/ ln(1/(1− 2p)). (44)

Putting this in eq. (42) and using eq. (43) we find similar
decay of Ic(L : RM) as in eq. (26).
Similarly, case with H({pmLR

}) > 0 can be ana-
lyzed and eq. (27) can be recovered. Intuitively, higher
H({pmLR

}) > 0 implies less logical information in the
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symmetric operator XL is getting transmitted. Similarly,
higher S(ρSm,mLR

) implies less logical information about
ZL being transmitted. The strange correlator on differ-
ent sublattices is related to the above two entropies and
hence to the various behaviors of the coherent informa-
tion.

Finally, the observation that SCLR is related to off-
diagonal elements of the density matrix is general and not
specific to the 1d cluster state. Though the calculation
may not remain as simple as above, we expect the results
to hold, at least qualitatively, for other SPTs as well.

1. Phase transitions in the coherent information and the
strange correlator

Let’s consider the 2d cluster state with Z-dephasing
on the edge qubits. Since the vertex qubits are not be-
ing dephased, if we consider information transmission be-
tween two far apart vertex qubits, say vi and vj , logical
X̄ operator can be transmitted perfectly regardless of the
decoherence strength. The transmission of the logical Z̄
in each trajectory is diagnosed by the type-I strange cor-
relator, which has been shown can undergo a transition
as one tune the decoherence strength. Following the cal-
culations in [4, 20], the type-I strange correlator is given
by

SCI
vi,vj (m) =

〈
ZviZvj

〉
β,me

(45)

The right-hand side of the equation is the correlation
function of an Ising model at the inverse temperature
β = tanh−1(1−2p) and with bond configurationme, that
is me = −1 are bonds with antiferromagnetic coupling.
For a typical me, the correlation function would have an
order-disorder transition at some finite temperature pc
that depends on the bond configuration me. Then, some
natural questions to ask are whether there is a transi-
tion in Ic(L : RM), which is described by the trajectory
averaged value of mutual information. If there is a tran-
sition, then what is its nature, and what is the value of
the critical pc?
Before addressing the above questions, we notice that

the probability for obtaining measurement outcome m is
given by

pm ∝ Zβ,me =
∑
{σ}

eβ
∑

e=⟨i,j⟩ meσiσj , (46)

which equals to the partition function of a RBIM
given bond configuration me and inverse tempera-
ture β = tanh−1(1 − 2p). Following the discussion
in [20, 21], if we consider the gauge transformation
σi → τiσi and mij → τiτjmij , the partition function
can be viewed as a gauge-symmetrized probabil-
ity distribution of uncorrelated bond disorder with
the probability for antiferromagnetic bond given by
Pr(me = −1) ≡ p− = 1

1+e2β
. Such a distribution of bond

disorder is said to lie on the Nishimori line[64]. The

RBIM along the Nishimori line has an order to disorder
transition at pc = 0.109[65]

Following the intuition that pm is a gauge-symmetrized
bond disorder distribution, the trajectory averaged mu-
tual information in eq.(38) can be written as∑

m

pmI
(m)(L : R)

∝
∑
m

(∑
σ

eβ
∑

⟨ij⟩ mijσiσj

)
I(m)(L : R)

∝
∑
τ

(∑
m′

eβ
∑

⟨ij⟩ m
′
ijI(m

′)(L : R)

)
∝ [I(m)(L : R)]

(47)

where from the second to the third line, we gauge fix m
to be m′ and include a summation over all possible gauge
transformation τ . Notice that the mutual information
as one can computed from eq. (42) is invariant under
this gauge fixing. Therefore, in the fourth line, we
show that the trajectory averaged mutual information is
equivalent to averaging over uncorrelated bond disorder
with the probability for antiferromagnetic bond given
by Pr(me = −1) ≡ p− = 1

1+e2β
.

From eq. (42) and (45), the mutual information is a
non-linear function of |

〈
ZviZvj

〉
me,β

|. More precisely,

the mutual information I(m)(L : R) is greater than 1 if
the bond configuration me is long-range ordered. In the
RBIM along the Nishimori line, above the critical inverse
temperature βc, typical bond configuration me is long-
range ordered and the fraction of bond configurations
that are paramagnetic vanishes in the thermodynamic
limit; below the critical inverse temperature βc, typical
bond configuration me is paramagnetic and the fraction
of bond configurations that are long-range ordered van-
ishes in the thermodynamic limit[65, 66]. From (42), the
term S(m)(ρL) in each trajectory is simply 1. As a result,
the coherent information Ic(L : RM)(or one can say
the disorder averaged mutual information

[
I(m)(L : R)

]
)

sees the same order-disorder transition in the RBIM
along the Nishimori line. When p < pc, Ic(L : RM) > 0
and there is quantum information transmitted between
L and R; when p > pc, Ic(L : RM) = 0 and there is only
classical information transmitted between L and R.

V. MIXED SPTS AWAY FROM THE FIXED
POINT

We can ask if the results we have so far are true for
the entire SPT phase, that is, decohering any state from
a SPT phase, are the results obtained qualitatively true?
The connection between coherent information and type-I
and II strange correlators still holds when we move away
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Figure 7. Quantum communication away from the fixed point
of pure SPTs. We model the symmetric perturbation by a
short-depth symmetric unitary circuit. To transmit informa-
tion from one edge to another we need to thicken the bound-
aries to include the qubits inside the light cone (green qubits).
The procedure shown in the figure allows for the bulk symmet-
ric charge to be determined from the measurement outcomes
(see main text). This leads to the transmission of quantum
information. When the circuit depth becomes of the order
of the system size the light cone of the boundaries starts to
overlap and there is no well-defined notion of quantum com-
munication.

from the fixed point suggesting that the non-trivial na-
ture of the decohered state should be robust.

We give a heuristic argument in 1d that the infor-
mation transmission is well-defined away from the fixed
point. The exact setup we have in mind is as follows. We
start with the fixed point of the phase and apply a sym-
metric perturbation so that the resulting state remains
in the SPT phase albeit away from the fixed point. We
model the perturbation by symmetric quantum circuits.
The decoherence acts on the perturbed state.

We give a protocol to use the perturbed pure state
for transmitting information; we will return to the de-
cohered case later. Let the depth of the circuit be d
where the depth is defined as the number of layers in the
symmetric circuit (odd and even layers are counted as
different layers). The information initially entangled at
the boundary qubits are now spread to a distance d away
from the boundary. Let us include these extra qubits to
define a new boundary L′ = L+∆L (see the 1st row of
Fig. 7). We want to transmit information from L′ to R′.
This can be achieved as follows.

The boundary L′ then applies the inverse of the cir-
cuit inside the light cone connecting L and L′ (2nd row

in Fig. 7). This is always allowed as we are now trans-
mitting information from L′ instead of L and any lo-
cal rotation on L′ and R′ are allowed. The same thing
is done at R′. The symmetry charge measurements are
now performed everywhere except at L,R and let {m′

i}
be the measurement outcomes. Since the circuit com-
mutes with the symmetry, the symmetric charge

∏
m′

i

is also the charge before the circuit is applied. To be
more precise, let us perform bulk symmetric charge mea-
surement

∏
iXi followed by the single site measurements

Xi. If the short depth circuit is V (excluding the gates
near the boundary which got removed when applying the
inverse circuit inside the light cones of the boundaries),
then the post-measurement state after bulk measurement
is P∏

m′
i
V |ψ⟩ = V P∏

m′
i
|ψ⟩, where P∏

m′
i
is projection

to
∏

iXi =
∏

im
′
i (i reside in the bulk). The projec-

tion P∏
m′

i
|ψ⟩ creates entanglement between L,R, and

as V does not act on the boundaries, P∏
m′

i
|ψ′⟩ also has

entanglement across L,R. Performing single-site mea-
surements in the bulk won’t disturb this entanglement.
Since the value of γ labeling the post-measurement log-

ical state depends only on the total symmetric charge,
the post-measurement logical state on L,R is the same

as that at the fixed point, and thus I
(0)
c (L′ : R′M) = 1.

This is true provided d does not scale with the system
size N . When d is of order N the two boundaries L′, R′

boundary overlap. Note that the effect of the unitary
circuit may still be present in the non-logical space but
it is of no concern for the purpose we have in mind.
Let us now introduce decoherence to the SPT state.

After the short-depth symmetric circuit V , some qubits
are succumbed to decoherence. Let us for simplicity as-
sume that decoherence acts only on one site i in the
bulk. Similar to the protocol without decoherence, we
reverse the light cone near the boundaries by applying
the inverse of the unitary gates. We then measure all
bulk qubits in the on-site symmetry basis. The envi-

ronment can then measure O
(mi)
i depending on the mea-

surement outcome mi in the bulk. If Ui is the interaction
between the system and environment at site i, then we
have PE

eiP
S
mi
Ui = PS

mi
PSE
ei Ui = PS

mi
UiP

S
ei , where P

E
ei is

the projection to eigenvalue ei of the operator O
(mi)
i , PS

mi

is the projection to Xi = mi, and P
SE
ei is the projection

to X ′
i = UiXiU

†
i = ei. As argued above, the projec-

tor
∏

i P
S
ei does not change under the symmetric circuit.

Thus using
∏

i ei after measuring the environment oper-

ators O
(mi)
i we can learn the value of γ and determine

the bell pair between the boundaries.
The argument above can be generalized to decoher-

ence acting on multiple qubits outside the light cone of
the boundaries (L+∆L,R+∆R). Decoherence inside the
light cone can leak some of the information to the envi-
ronment but Ic(L

′ : ER′M), which also includes the en-
vironment qubits entangled within the light cone, should
not change. But the decoherence inside the light cone
might reduce Ic(L

′ : R′M) and there might be a phase
transition with respect to the strength of decoherence.
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We leave a detailed study of these possibilities for future
work.

As a concrete example in two dimensions, we study the
effect of decoherence on a perturbed 2d cluster state with
Hamiltonian

H(λ) = −
∑
e

Xe

∏
v∈e

Zv−
∑
v

Xv

∏
e∋v

Ze+
∑
v

e−λ
∑

e∋v Xe .

(48)
The strength of the perturbation is controlled by λ.

We show in Appendix (E) that the ground state wave-
function is given by

|ψ(λ)⟩ ∝ eλ
∑

e
X̂e
2 |ψ0⟩ , (49)

where |ψ0⟩ is the 2d cluster state fixed-point wavefunc-
tion. We calculate type-I strange correlator SCI and find
it to be non-zero in the regime of 1 ≫ λ > 0 (where the
perturbation is equivalent to adding a small transverse
field in the fixed point Hamiltonian). Using results from
Sec. IVB, there thus exists a mixed-state phase for non-
zero λ where Ic(L : RM) > 0. This is in agreement with
the heuristic argument above based on quantum circuits.

VI. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

A. Mixed SPT as quantum channels

The results in this paper can also be seen from the per-
spective of quantum error correction. Similar to the pure
case [35–37], we view decohered SPTs in d dimension as
a (d− 1)+ 1 dimensional virtual evolution of the bound-
ary when the bulk is measured in a symmetric basis. In
the absence of decoherence, the virtual evolution is uni-
tary. The decoherence acts as an error in this virtual
evolution [67–69]. We show in Appendix F that having
positive Ic(L : RM) is related to having a finite error
threshold of this noisy virtual evolution. More precisely,
Ic(L : RM) is equal to the amount of information sur-
viving after the noisy evolution. This idea is illustrated
for cluster states in various dimensions in Appendix F.
See also Fig. 8. It is also known that CSS codes can be
foliated to cluster state on some graph [69]. This imme-
diately implies that such cluster states in the presence of
decoherence are related to quantum error correction in
the corresponding CSS code.

B. Symmetry-decoupling channels and the role of
weak symmetry in mixed SPT order

The coherent information Ic(L : ERM) is non-zero
if the channel satisfies symmetry-decoupling condition:
the on-site symmetry G = ⊗iGi under the system-
environment interaction is transformed as UGiU

† =∑
mO

(m)
i Pm, where Pm is projector onto symmetry

charge m of Gi, and O
(m)
i is an m dependent unitary

operator acting on the environment qubits. If Gi is mea-
sured on the system then a corresponding measurement
of O(mi) can be performed on the environment to learn
the local charge at site i. We also present an exam-
ple of a channel satisfying the above condition but is
not weakly symmetric. We prove in Theorem 1 that
for symmetry-decoupling channels, the measurements do
not destroy the quantum information.
A special and important subclass of these channels

is the weakly symmetric channels. A weakly symmet-
ric channel takes a symmetric pure state ρ0 to ρD =∑

aKaρ0K
†
a and satisfies,

GρDG
† = G, (50)

where G is the symmetry and Gρ0 = ρ0G
† = eiθgρ0. In

other words [2],

GKaG
† =

∑
b

VabKb, (51)

where V is a unitary rotation among the Krauss oper-
ators. For symmetry-decoupling channel, we can show
that the channel is weakly-symmetric if and only if
mO(m) =)

Since
∑

mi
m−1

i Pmi
= Gi, weak symmetry condition is

equivalent to UGiU
† = OiGi, where Oi is some unitary

operator on the environment at site i. The new symmetry
can thus be decomposed as UGU† = O ⊗G, where O is
a symmetry action on the environment.

We now ask the question: how important is weak sym-
metry to have decohered mixed-state SPTs? Or more
appropriately, how does decohered symmetry help pro-
tect such states against symmetric perturbations? As
shown in the text, even a non-weak-symmetric channel
preserves the quantum communication property of the
pure SPT. This is also stable against decohering a SPT
initialized away from the fixed point as shown in Sec. V.
The existence of mixed-SPT order using the strange cor-
relators also relied on the presence of weak symmetry
that results in symmetry in the doubled Hilbert space of
the density matrix. However, as shown in this work, the
strange correlator even without weak symmetry can be
non-vanishing. These and other related questions sug-
gest a more careful study of the role of weak symmetry
in protecting the mixed SPT order is required.

One consequence of having weak symmetry is as fol-
lows. A given density matrix can be decomposed in a
non-unique was as ρ =

∑
a pa |ψa⟩ ⟨ψa| . The trajecto-

ries |ψa⟩ can be thought of as performing measurements
on the environment on a specific basis. More precisely,
there exists a purification, |ΨSE⟩ =

∑
a

√
pa |ψa⟩ |aE⟩

such that measuring the environment in basis {|aE⟩}
projects the system to trajectories {|ψa⟩}. For mixed
SPTs with Ic(L : ERM) > 0 and weak symmetry with
composite symmetry O ⊗ G, we can project the envi-
ronment to eigenstates of O to get symmetric non-trivial
states, that is, the system’s trajectories can be used to
transmit quantum information by measuring the bulk. In
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other words, there is a decomposition ρ =
∑

a pa |ψa⟩ ⟨ψa|
such that each of the (or typical) |ψa⟩ has non-trivial
SPT order or edge modes for weakly-symmetric mixed
states and Ic(L : ERM) > 0. This also means there is
an ensemble of Hamiltonians {Ha} whose ground states
|ψa⟩ are resources for quantum communication. Thus
Ic(L : ERM) > 0 and weak symmetry implies the exis-
tence of a disordered Hamiltonian with average SPT [6].

C. Connections to other probes of mixed SPT
order

The quantum communication ability of mixed SPTs
can also be related to other probes. As shown in
Sec. IV, the coherent information has intimate connec-
tions to strange correlators [4, 5]. There we prove that
symmetry-decoupling channels imply both Ic(L : ERM)
and type-II strange correlator to be non-zero, suggesting
a connection between them. In [5], the authors consid-
ered a strange correlator defined using fidelity between
the mixed-SPT density matrix and a trivial state with
weak symmetry. Such a trivial state can be thought
as an ensemble of pure states with different symmetry
charges. Therefore, such a fidelity strange correlator also
has the spirit of summing over all “measurement out-
comes of symmetry charges” as Ic(L : ERM). We be-
lieve the symmetry-decoupling channels would also im-
ply a non-trivial fidelity strange correlator, and we leave
the rigorous proof to future works. Moreover, positive
Ic(L : RM) implies that all type-I strange correlators are
non-zero. On the other hand, a zero value for Ic(L : RM)
is an indication of the presence of some long-range classi-
cal correlation and some of the strange correlators might
be zero.

The classification of mixed SPTs based on separability
introduced in [3, 49] relies on the existence of a decompo-
sition ρ =

∑
a pa |ψa⟩ ⟨ψa| such that each |ψa⟩ is trivial.

A density matrix is called symmetric long-range entan-
gled if such a decomposition does not exist. As discussed
above, Ic(L : ERM) is a diagnosis for the existence of
decomposition where each trajectory is symmetric long-
range entangled. Thus there is no direct connection be-
tween these two probes though we believe Ic(L : RM)
to be closely connected to separability criteria. When
Ic(L : RM) is maximum the density matrix is symmet-
ric long-range entangled based on separability since, ir-
respective of the measurement outcomes in the environ-
ment, the system’s mixed state is a resource to transmit
quantum information. Thus every decomposition of such
a density matrix will have trajectories with non-trivial
edge modes. But in addition to this, we also find for
1d, 2d cluster states that for Ic(L : RM) = 0 (the clas-

sical information can be transmitted), the density ma-
trix is symmetric long-range entangled using separability
as shown in [3]. This motivates the conjecture that a
density matrix has symmetry-protected long-range en-
tanglement based on separability if the coherent infor-
mation Ic(L : RM) ≥ 0 and vice versa. To what extent
Ic(L : RM) and the separability probe are connected is
left for future work.
Another approach to defining mixed state order is to

use an equivalency class of mixed states under finite
depth local channels [6, 50, 54]. For SPTs, a mixed state
is considered trivial if it can be prepared or made trivial
using a symmetric finite depth local channel. We leave
the connection of the behavior of coherent information
with that of the equivalency class to future work. How-
ever, one thing is clear any mixed state capable of com-
municating quantum information should not be able to
be prepared starting from a trivial state in finite quan-
tum time. This is so because the channel can be purified
using an environment and the combined system and en-
vironment should be trivial if the system was in a trivial
state to begin with.
In this work, we focussed on examples with the bound-

ary logical space of size independent of the system size.
Generally, higher-forms symmetries should not be able
to transmit extensive amounts of information and one
needs to consider subsystem symmetry-protected topo-
logical states, SSPTs [70], such as states with line sym-
metry [31] and fractal symmetry [32], to get a SPT phase
capable of communicating extensive amount of informa-
tion. The formalism introduced in this paper can be
easily extended to SSPTs. We leave this open for future
work.
Note added. While writing this manuscript two

preprints appeared on arxiv [71, 72]. The authors stud-
ied spontaneous strong symmetry breaking (SSSB) for
mixed states. The studies suggest that SSSB can be un-
derstood as the system being in a SPT state with the
environment. We leave a detailed analysis between SSSB
and mixed SPTs as defined in this paper for future con-
sideration.
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Appendix A: Coherent information in trajectories

Consider a quantum channel N which acts on a initial
density matrix ρ0 as follows,

N [ρ0] =
∑
m

pmNm[ρ0]⊗ |m⟩ ⟨m| , (A1)

where m is the trajectory label and may, for example,
correspond to measurement outcomes, Nm is the chan-
nel in trajectory m. We say that the channel has pure
trajectories if Nm maps pure state to pure state.
We want to study the coherent information of such

channels. To do so, we take the initial state to be a mixed
state with one bit of entropy or entanglement. We can
think of it as a pure initial state that is entangled with
an ancilla A and the combined state of A and the system
is pure initially. Let the state of the system at a later
time be denoted by Q. Then the coherent information
about A in Q and M is given by

Ic = S(ρQM )− S(ρAQM ). (A2)

a. Channel with pure trajectories. For pure trajec-
tories

ρAQM =
∑
m

pm

∣∣∣ψ(m)
AQ

〉〈
ψ
(m)
AQ

∣∣∣⊗ |m⟩ ⟨m| . (A3)

Putting this in the expression for the coherent informa-
tion we get

Ic =
∑
m

pm

(
S(ρ

(m)
Q )− log pm

)
−
∑
m

−pm log(pm)

=
∑
m

pmS(ρ
(m)
Q ). (A4)

This is the usual result for the coherent information for
pure trajectories.
b. Mixed trajectories. For channel with mixed tra-

jectories we instead have

ρAQM =
∑
m

pmρ
(m)
AQ ⊗ |m⟩ ⟨m| , (A5)

where ρ
(m)
AQ is no longer pure. In this case the coherent

information is given by,

Ic =
∑
m

pm

(
S(ρ

(m)
Q )− log pm

)
−
∑
m

pm

(
S(ρ

(m)
AQ )− log pm

)
=
∑
m

pm

(
S(ρ

(m)
Q )− S(ρ

(m)
AQ )

)
=
∑
m

pmI
(m)(A : Q)−

∑
m

pmS(ρ
(m)
A )

=
∑
m

pmI
(m)(A : Q)− (|A| − Idest), (A6)

where I(m)(A : Q) is the mutual information between
A and Q for trajectory m, and Idest is the amount of
coherent information destroyed by the measurements.

Appendix B: Calculations for decoder

Let the SPT state in 2 dimension ρ0 be decohered to

ρ =
∑

iKiρ0K
†
i where Ki are Krauss operators. A mea-

surement performed on qubit i is termed erroneous if
the actual symmetric charge at that site is different than
what is observed. Such locations are called error loca-
tions. The probability of a qubit being an error location
given measurement outcomes m is given by,

P (ϵ|m) = Tr
∏
i

1−miG
′
i

2
ρm, (B1)

where ρm = PmρSEPm/Tr(PmρSE) is the post-
measurement state, G′

i is the modified symmetry charge
operator supported on the system and the environment.
For Z-dephasing with strength p, G′

i = ZE
i Xi and

P (ϵ,m) =
∏

i∈ϵ p
∏

i/∈ϵ(1 − p) ×∑C

∏
i∈C miϵi, where

C is a close loop on the lattice.
Similar calculations can be done for

symmetry-decoupling channels. The channel described
in eq. (20) is acted on the system with probability q
and with probability 1− q no decoherence happens. We
want to calculate the probability P (m, ϵ) where ϵ is a
set of qubits with erroneous observed outcomes. It can
be calculated as follows

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/physreva.71.042306
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16937
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P (m, ϵ) = Tr
∏
i∈ϵ

1−mG′
i

2

∏
i/∈ϵ

1 +mG′
i

2

(
1 +mXi

2
ρSE

1 +mXi

2

)
, (B2)

where G′
i is the modified local symmetric charge. The

above expression can be simplified to

P (m, ϵ) ∼
∏
i∈ϵ

qi
∏
i/∈ϵ

(1− q + qi) × (B3)

×
∑
C

∏
i∈C

miϵi,

where C is a close loop on the lattice, qi = q
(
1+rmi

2

)
,

r = ⟨XE⟩ is the average value of the environment’s qubits
initial state, and ϵi = −1 if i is an erroneous qubit and
+1 otherwise. Here we abuse the notation by denoting
the set of erroneous qubits by ϵ and ϵi = ±1 also being
a variable defined on the erroneous set. Finally, the last
term

∏
i∈C miϵi is a constrain on the error path given

measurement outcomes (or the other way round), that is,
the error paths can only begin and end on plaquettes with∏

i∈□mi = 1. This is a generic constraint not special to
the model under study. We do away with this term by
putting the above constraint in the summation of the
error paths ϵ. This also means that summation over ϵ is
performed before summation over mi.
To transmit the information across the cluster state

one needs to know the symmetric charge string running
across the boundary. Without decoherence, the string
is just the product of the measurement outcomes along
any string. However, with decoherence, there are bonds
with erroneous measurement outcomes. In this case, a
decoder is needed to learn the correct symmetric string.
The probability that the decoder successfully learns the
charge string is equal to the probability that the decoder
guesses an error path that is equal to the actual error
path up to a close loop, ϵ′ = ϵ+ω where ω is a close loop
on the dual lattice. A close loop of error is benign as any
charge string will pass an even number of times through
the error loop and thus would not change the true value of
the charge string. There are different equivalency classes
of error paths which are distinguished by the presence
or absence of non-contractible loops. If the decoder mis-
takenly adds a non-contractible loop then the prediction
from the decoder would be wrong. The probability of the
error lying in an equivalency class is given by,

P (m, ϵ̄) =
∑
ω

P (m, ϵ+ ω),

where ω are close loops. Only endpoints of the erroneous
strings ϵ can be known a priori by recognizing plaque-
ttes with

∏
i∈□mi = −1. Let us denote the endpoints

by s. The input to the decoder are endpoints of the er-
ror path s and it chooses a random path ϵ connecting
the endpoints. The decoder then computes P (m, ϵ+ λi),

where λi are non-contractible loops distinguishing differ-
ent equivalency classes. The output of the decoder is
the equivalency class with maximum probability, or like-
lihood,

δ = argmaxiP (m, ϵ+ λi) (B4)

Below the threshold when the decoder is supposed to
work we expect that P (m, ϵ+ δ) → 1. An useful
diagnostic for the decoder performance is ∆(m, s) =

log P (m,ϵ+δ)

P (m,ϵ+δ′)
, where δ′ is the less likely equivalency class

and goes from ∞ to 0 across the threshold transition.
Using standard mapping of the error correcting codes

to stat mech models, the probability of the equivalency is
proportional to a partition function of a quenched RBIM
coupled to another RBIM at zero temperature,

P (m, ϵ) ∼
(∑

τ

eβ
∑

ab Jabϵabτaτb+hmab

)
, (B5)

where τa are Ising spins living on the plaquettes of the
original lattice. We have

eβJab+hmab ∝ 1− q + qab

e−2βJab = qab/(1− q + qab).

Note that qab and hence Jab depends on mab. Also, we
denote the same bond in two different ways, (ab) and
i, where the former indices live on the dual lattice and
the latter index lives on the original lattice. The average
performance of the decoder is probed by

⟨∆⟩ =
∑
m

∑
ϵ

P (m, ϵ)∆(m, ϵ). (B6)

The above quantity is a quenched average of the stat-
mech model described in eq. (B5) with quench disorder
variables mab, ϵab distributed according to distribution
P (m, ϵ) in eq. (B3). Though we are not able to solve the
above statistical mechanic model, we believe it to have
an order-disorder transition with respect to q. We leave
a detailed study of the transition for another work.
For Z-dephasing however, exact results can be known.

The probability of an equivalency class in this case is
given by,

P (m, ϵ̄) =
∑
ω

P (m, ϵ+ ω) (B7)

∼
∑
σ

eβ
∑

ij ϵijσiσj , (B8)

where σi are Ising spins, and e−2β = p/(1 − p). The re-
sulting model is the 2d RBIM at the Nishimori line which
has been extensively studied in the context of decoder for
Toric Code [44].
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Appendix C: Properties of
symmetry-decoupling channels

1. Symmetry properties of
symmetry-decoupling channels

The symmetry-decoupling channel (SDC) is generated
by system-environment on-site interaction

Ui = CNOT · eiθY E
i · SWAP. (C1)

The environment qubits are initialized in the product
state of |e0⟩. The original symmetry

∏
X is transformed

to X ′
i = UXiU

† = aXiX
E
i + bIZE

i , where a = sin θ and
b = cos θ. Let us for simplicity of notation consider SDC
acting only on one site, i. The density matrix of the
system evolves as

ρ =
∑

α=0,1

Kα |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|K†
α, (C2)

where |ψ⟩ is the initial state of the system and is sym-
metric. The Krauss operators Ki are defined as

Kα |ψ⟩ =
∣∣αE

〉
Ui |ψe0⟩ , (C3)

where
∣∣αE

〉
are eigenstates of ZE

i (or any other complete
basis). We note that∏

XK0 |ψ⟩ =
〈
0E
∣∣∏XUi |ψe0⟩

=
〈
0E
∣∣∏XUi

∏
X |ψe0⟩

=
〈
0E
∣∣XiX

′
iUi |ψe0⟩

= aK1 + bXiK0. (C4)

Similarly, ∏
XK1 = aK0 − bXiK1. (C5)

We also observe that if the environment starts in the
eigenstate of X then XiKα = Kα. This is due to the
relation XiU = UXE

i .
The channel is called weak-symmetric if

∏
Xρ

∏
X =

ρ. Calculating the left-hand side for SDC using the above
equations leads to∏

Xρ
∏

X = |a|2ρ+ |b|2XiρXi+

+
(
abK1ρ0K

†
0Xi − abK0ρ0K

†
1Xi

)
+ h.c

(C6)

and is clearly not equal to ρ for generic ρ. However, there
are special cases where the channel is weakly symmetric.
The first case is when b = 0. The second, more subtle,
case is for when the environment is initialized in eigen-
states of X operator. Using XiKα = Kα we can show
that the weak-symmetry condition is satisfied.

Another way to see non-weak-symmetry of the chan-
nel is using explicit calculation of Kα. Again restrict-
ing to single-site decoherence we have the following. If
the environment initial state |e0⟩ is generally given by
|e0⟩ = cosϕ

∣∣0E〉+ sinϕ
∣∣1E〉, K0 and K1 are given by

K0 ≡
〈
0E
∣∣U |e0⟩

=
1

2
cos(θ − ϕ) +

1

2
sin(θ + ϕ)X +

1

2
sin(θ − ϕ)iY

+
1

2
cos(θ + ϕ)Z

K1 ≡
〈
1E
∣∣U |e0⟩

=
1

2
cos(θ + ϕ)− 1

2
sin(θ − ϕ)X +

1

2
sin(θ + ϕ)iY

− 1

2
cos(θ − ϕ)Z

(C7)

where α ≡ cos θ + sin θ and β ≡ cos θ − sin θ.
To determine whether the channel is weakly-symmetric

or not under
∏
X, we want to check if there exists a uni-

tary x such that (
∏
X)Ki (

∏
X) =

∑
j xijKj [2]. That

is, after the symmetry transformation, the Kraus oper-
ators are rotated by a unitary. We then find that, in
addition to cos θ = 0, for ϕ = πn

2 − π
4 , where n is an

integer, the channel is weakly-symmetric.

2. Type-II Strange correlator

In this section, we want to present a detailed calcula-
tion of the type-II strange correlator for the 1d cluster
state decohered by a symmetry-decoupling channel. A
local symmetry-decoupling channel can be written as

Ei[ρ] = (1− p)ρ+ pK0ρK
†
0 + pK1ρK

†
1 , (C8)

where K0 and K1 are given by the expressions above.

To facilitate our calculation of strange correlators, we
first want to find what is the conjugate channel acting on
the density matrix 1+X

2 ,

E∗[
1 +X

2
] = (1− p)

1 +X

2
+
p

2
+
p

2
(K†

0XK0 +K†
1XK1)

= (1− p)
1 +X

2
+
p

2
+
p

2
sin(2ϕ)

=
1 + p sin(2ϕ) + (1− p)X

2
.

(C9)

The numerator of the type-II strange correlator on odd
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sublattice is given by

tr[E [ρ]Z2i+1Z2j+1ρ0Z2j+1Z2i+1]

= tr[ρZ2i+1Z2j+1E∗[ρ0]Z2j+1Z2i+1]

= ⟨ψ|
(

j∏
k=2i+1

X2k

)
E∗[ρ0]

(
j∏

l=2i+1

X2l

)
|ψ⟩

= tr[ρE∗[ρ0]]

= tr[E [ρ]ρ0]

(C10)

since E∗[ρ0] only contains identities and Pauli-Xs,∏j
k=i+1X2k acting simultaneously on both sides of E∗[ρ0]

are cancelled. The rest of the term is nothing but the de-
nominator of the type-II strange correlator. Therefore

tr[E [ρ]Z2i+1Z2j+1ρ0Z2j+1Z2i+1]

tr[E [ρ]ρ0]
= 1. (C11)

The numerator of the type-II strange correlator on
even sublattice is given by

tr[E [ρ]Z2iZ2jρ0Z2jZ2i]

= tr

E [ρ]
 ∏

k ̸=2i,2j

1 +Xk

2

 1−X2i

2

1−X2j

2


= ⟨ψ|

(∏
k

1 +X2k+1

2

)∏
l ̸=i,j

1 + p sin(2ϕ) + (1− p)X2l

2


1− p sin(2ϕ)− (1− p)X2i

2

1− p sin(2ϕ)− (1− p)X2j

2
|ψ⟩

= 2
(1 + p sin(2ϕ))

L−2
(1− p sin(2ϕ))

2

22L
+ 2

(1− p)
L

22L
,

(C12)

where to get the last line we notice that only operators 1,∏
iX2i+1,

∏
iX2i, and

∏
iXi have non-zero expectation

value.
Similarly, we get the denominator to be

tr[E [ρ]ρ0] = 2
(1 + p sin(2ϕ))L

22L
+ 2

(1− p)L

22L
(C13)

The type-II strange correlator on even sublattice equals
to

tr[E [ρ]Z2iZ2jρ0Z2jZ2i]

tr[E [ρ]ρ0]

=
(1 + p sin(2ϕ))

L−2
(1− p sin(2ϕ))

2
+ (1− p)

L

(1 + p sin(2ϕ))L + (1− p)L
.

(C14)

Therefore, we see the type-II strange-correlator on even
sublattice exhibits an area law, which is independent of
the separation between site 2i and 2j.

Appendix D: Dephased 2d cluster state

For completeness of the paper, we present the detailed
calculations in Sec .IVB and similar calculations are did
in[4, 20, 21].

1. Strange correlator in typical trajectories

As was explained in the main context, to facili-
tate the calculation of mutual information in the post-
measurement density matrix ρDm, we want to compute the

type-I strange correlator SCI with respect to the trivial
density matrix ρm.
A trick to compute the strange correlator is to consider

the conjugate channel acting on ρm and the resulting op-
erator is given by

E∗[ρm] =
∏
v

1 +mvX̂v

2

∏
e

E∗
e [
1 +meX̂e

2
]

=
∏
v

1 +mvX̂v

2

∏
e

[
(1− p)

1 +meX̂e

2
+

+pẐe
1 +meX̂e

2
Ẑe

]

=
∏
v

1 +mvX̂v

2

∏
e

1 + (1− 2p)meX̂e

2
.

(D1)

The denominator can then be computed as

tr[E [ρ]ρm]

= tr[ρE∗[ρm]]

= ⟨ψ0|
∏
v

1 +mvX̂v

2

∏
e

1 + (1− 2p)meX̂v

2
|ψ0⟩

=
2

2Nv−1

∑
γ

∏
e∈γ

(1− 2p)me

(D2)

The only terms in the product
∏

v
1+mvX̂v

2 that would

contribute are 1
2Nv

and 1
2Nv

∏
v X̂v. In the product over

all edges e, only edges that form a closed loop γ on the
dual lattice would contribute. Moreover, by defining dual
Ising spins σ of the center of each plaquette, we can
rewrite the summation over γ as the partition function
of a RBIM whose bonds are specified by me at inverse
temperature β = tanh−1(1− 2p),

pm = tr[E [ρ]ρm] ∝
∑
σ

eβ
∑

⟨ij⟩ mijσiσj . (D3)

We also notice that the above partition function can
be interpreted as the gauge-symmetrized probability of
uncorrelated bond disorder {me} with p(me = −1) =

1
1+e2β

. The gauge transformation is given by

σi → τiσi, mij → τiτjmij . (D4)

2. Averaging I(m)(L : R) over trajectories

Here we want to present the detailed calculation of
mapping the trajectory averaged mutual information to
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averaging the mutual information by uncorrelated bond
distribution.∑

m

pmIm(L : R)

∝
∑
m

(∑
σ

eβ
∑

⟨ij⟩ mijσiσj

)
Im(L : R)

∝
∑
τ

(∑
m′

eβ
∑

⟨ij⟩ m
′
ijIm′(L : R)

)
,

(D5)

where from the second line to the third line we gauge-
fixing m to be m′ and summing over all possible gauge
transformations as τ . Therefore, the mutual informa-
tion weighted over the gauge-symmetrized probability
distribution is proportional to the mutual information
weighted over the uncorrelated probability distribution.

3. Critical behavior of I(m)(L : R)

In this section, we want to explicitly show that at the
criticla point βc the mutual information weighted by the
uncorrelated bond distribution can be mapped to σviσvj
correlation function in the quenched disorder RBIM.∑

m

pm(SCI
m)2

=
∑
m

(∑
σ′

eβ
∑

ij mijσ
′
iσ

′
j

)
⟨σiσj⟩2m,β

=
∑
τ

(τiτj)
2

(∑
m′

eβ
∑

ij m′ ⟨σiσj⟩2m′,β

)
= [⟨σiσj⟩2]β

(D6)

where [·] denotes the quenched disorder average over
uncorrelated bond configurations with p(me = −1) =

1
1+e2β

.
It has already been shown that along the Nishimori

line [⟨σiσj⟩2]β = [⟨σiσj⟩]β [64].

Appendix E: Decohered 2d cluster state away from
the fixed point

In this section, we consider the 2d cluster state in
eq.(10) under symmetric perturbation and study Ic(L :
RM) under Z-decoherence to edge qubits. The per-
turbed Hamiltonian reads

H(λ) = −
∑
e

Xe

∏
v∈e

Zv−
∑
v

Xv

∏
e∋v

Ze+
∑
v

e−λ
∑

e∋v Xe ,

(E1)
where the last term is a nonlinear symmetric perturba-
tion to the fixed point 2d cluster state Hamiltonian. The
phase diagram of the model will be clear upon doing

a generalized Kennedy-Tasaki(KT) transformation [73]
which transforms the operators as,

Xe → Xe, Xv → Xv

Xe

∏
v∈e

Zv →
∏
v∈e

Zv, Xv

∏
e∋v

Ze →
∏
e∋v

Ze
(E2)

We then get the Hamiltonian of the dual model, which
reads

Hdual = −
∑
e

∏
v∈e

Zv−
∑
v

∏
e∋v

Ze+
∑
v

e−λ
∑

e∋v Xe . (E3)

After taking account into the Z(0)
2 0-form symmetry∏

vXv = 1 and the Z(0)
2 1-form symmetry

∏
e∈γ Xe = 1

(for any closed loop γ defined on the dual lattice), Hdual

describes decoupled GHZ state on the vertices and per-
turbed Toric Code on the edges. Such a perturbed Toric
Code model has been studied in [74] and its exact ground-
state wavefunction is given by

|ψdual,e(λ)⟩ ∝ eλ
∑

e
X̂e
2 |ψTC⟩ , (E4)

where |ψTC⟩ is the fixed-point Toric code wavefunction
on the edges. If we represent the Toric code wavefunc-
tion as equal weight superposition of loop configurations,

the operator eλ
∑

e
X̂e
2 can be thought of imposing loop

tensions to them. It is known that such a perturbed TC
model undergoes a transition from topologically ordered
phase to trivial phase at λ = 1, and the cirtical point is
in the 2d Ising universality class.
We can infer the phase diagram of the original model

in eq.(E1) from that of the dual model. The complete
groundstate wavefunction of the dual model reads

|ψdual(λ)⟩ ∝ eλ
∑

e
X̂e
2 |GHZ⟩ ⊗ |ψTC⟩ , (E5)

where |GHZ⟩ is the GHZ-state wavefunction on the ver-

tices. Since the term eλ
∑

e
X̂e
2 remains unchanged under

the KT transformation, the groundstate wavefunction of
the original model is simply given by

|ψ(λ)⟩ ∝ eλ
∑

e
X̂e
2 |ψ0⟩ , (E6)

where |ψ0⟩ is the 2d cluster state fixed-point wavefunc-
tion. From the phase diagram of the dual model, we can
conclude that when λ < 1, |ψ(λ)⟩ is a wavefunction in

the Z
(0)
2 × Z

(1)
2 SPT phase and when λ > 1, |ψ(λ)⟩ is a

wavefunction in the trivial phase.

1. Strange Correlator in the presence of noise

In the presence of Pauli-Z decoherence on edge qubits,
we want to study how much quantum information can be
transmitted between two vertex qubits following similar
procedure as in Sec .IVB.
As was discussed in Sec. IVB, we want to compute the
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trajectory averaged mutual information Im(L : R), which
simplifies to the calculation of type-I strange correlators
when different trivial density matrices ρm are inserted.
The denominator of SCI can be computed as

tr[E [ρ]ρm]

= tr[ρE∗[ρm]]

∝ ⟨ψ0| eλ
∑

e X̂e

∏
v

1 +mvX̂v

2

∏
e

1 + (1− 2p)meX̂e

2
|ψ0⟩ ,

(E7)

the only terms in the product
∏

v
1+mvX̂v

2 that would

contribute are 1
2Nv

and 1
2Nv

∏
v X̂v, which after taking

the expectation value gives 1
2Nv−1 . The rest of the terms

can further be computed as

tr[E [ρ]ρm]

∝ ⟨ψ0|
∏
e

[
(cosh(λ) + sinh(λ)X̂e)

1 + (1− 2p)meX̂e

2

]
|ψ0⟩

∝ ⟨ψ0|
∏
e

[
1 + tanh(λ)(1− 2p)me

+ (tanh(λ) + (1− 2p)me)X̂e

]
|ψ0⟩

∝
∑
γ

(∏
e∈γ

[tanh(λ) + (1− 2p)me]X̂e

)
∏

e/∈γ

[1 + tanh(λ)(1− 2p)me]

 ,

(E8)

where to get the last line, we notice that in the product
over all edges e, only edges that form a closed loop γ
on the dual lattice would contribute. Moreover, we can
represent the summation over all possible loops configu-
rations on the dual lattice as a partition function of an
Ising model, where the Ising spins σi are placed on the
center of each plaquette,

tr[E [ρ0]ρm] ∝
∑
{σ}

e
∑

<ij> βJijσiσj , (E9)

where for clarity we relabel each edge e by < ij > which
denotes the bond that connects the two nearest-neighbor
sites i and j on the dual lattice. The Ising coupling is
given by

βJij = tanh−1

[
tanh(λ) + (1− 2p)mij

1 + tanh(λ)(1− 2p)mij

]
. (E10)

Employing the same techniques, we can compute the

numerator of SCI,

tr
[
E [ρ]ZviZvj

ρm
]

∝ ⟨ψ0| eλ
∑

e
X̂e
2 ZviZvj

∏
v

1 +mvXv

2

∏
e

1 + (1− 2p)meXe

2

eλ
∑

e
X̂e
2 |ψ0⟩

∝ ⟨ψ0| eλ
∑

e
X̂e
2

∏
e∈l

Xe

∏
v

1 +mvXv

2

∏
e

1 + (1− 2p)meXe

2

eλ
∑

e
X̂e
2 |ψ0⟩

∝ ⟨ψ0| eλ
∑

e X̂e

∏
e∈l

Xe

∏
e

1 + (1− 2p)meXe

2
|ψ0⟩

∝ ⟨ψ0|
∏
e∈l

X̂e

∏
e

[
1 + tanh(λ)(1− 2p)me

+ (tanh(λ) + (1− 2p)me)X̂e

]
|ψ0⟩

(E11)

where we have used the fact ZviZvj when hit on ⟨ψ0| gives∏
e∈lXe and l is a string on the direct lattice connecting

vi and vj . Since only closed loop of X̂e has non-zero

expectation value, the numerator of SCI can be written
as

tr
[
E [ρ]ZviZvjρm

]
∝
∑
γ′

∏
e∈γ′

[tanh(λ) + (1− 2p)me]X̂e


∏

e/∈γ′

[1 + tanh(λ)(1− 2p)me]


∝
〈
σviσvj

〉
βJ

(E12)

where γ′ is an open string whose end points are vi and
vj . Therefore we can see the numerator is nothing but
the σviσvj correlation function of the stat mech model
we find in Eq.(E9).

2. Behavior of Ic(L : RM) at small λ

When 0 < λ ≪ 1, the coupling constant in Eq.(E10)
is approximatly tanh−1(1− 2p)mij + λ+O(λ2). There-
fore, we can identify the statistical mechanics model in
Eq.(E9) governed by a perturbed RBIM Hamiltonian

H[m,λ] = −
∑
⟨i,j⟩

(
mijσiσj +

λ

tanh−1(1− 2p)
σiσj

)
(E13)

at inverse temperature β = tanh−1(1 − 2p). Such a
Hamiltonian describes a disorder ensemble where a bond
configuration m occur with probability

p (m,λ) ∝ Z (m,λ) ≡
∑
{σ}

e−βH[m,λ]. (E14)
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Although we are not able to solve the above model ex-
actly, we notice that the perturbation λ

tanh−1(1−2p)
σiσj

favors the ferromagnetic phase. Compared to the parti-
tion function of RBIM along the Nishimori line in (46)
(which is also the λ = 0 limit in (E9)), at the same
inverse temperature β, Z (m,λ) > Z (m,λ = 0). So
we expect at low temperature, bond configurations m
with ferromagnetic/long-ranged order (as diagonoised by∣∣∣〈σviσvj〉β,m,λ

∣∣∣) are weighted more as we turn on the in-

teraction. Since the RBIM along the Nishimori line can
stabilize a ferromagnetic phase at low temperature, we
also expect the disorder ensemble described by (E14)
can stabilizer a ferromagnetic phase. While at high
enough temperature, the ensemble enters the paramag-
netic phase. Similar to what we have argued in Sec .IVB,
averaging the mutual information I(m)(L : R) with prob-
ability p(m,λ) is greater than 1 in the ferromagnetic
phase and equal to 1 in the paramagnetic phase. There-
fore, the phase diagram outlined by Ic(L : RM) is similar
to the one we find in Sec .IVB, where it is greater than 0
at small decoherence strength and equals to 0 at large de-
coherence strength. The phase transition that separates
the two phases is likely to be in the RBIM universality
class.

Appendix F: Mixed SPT as quantum channels

1. 1d Cluster state

We start with a cluster state of size 2N + 1 where the
odd and even sublattice both have Z2 symmetry gener-

ated by
∏N−1

k=0 X2k and
∏N−1

k=0 X2k+1. We label the even
and odd sublattice as A and B respectively. We denote
the qubit at 0 as the left boundary L and the qubit at 2N
as the right boundary R so that both boundaries lie in
the A sub-lattice. We measure all qubits except the L,R
in the X basis. Without decoherence, it is known that
measuring these qubits implements the following channel
on the L qubit,

ρL(T ) =
∑
{m}

· · ·Xm3Zm2Xm1ρL(0)X
m1Zm2Xm3 · · · ⊗

|m1,m2,m3, . . .⟩ ⟨m1,m2,m3, . . .| ,
(F1)

where T = 2N − 1 is the virtual time for which qubit at
L is evolved; m1,m2, . . . are the measurement outcomes
of the bulk measurement. The evolution on L is unitary
if all measurement outcomes are known. In other words,
the information about L is transferred in the virtual time
direction unitarily.
Now we decohere the B sub-lattice, which are odd

qubits. The decoherence is assumed to act in the fol-
lowing way

NZ [ρ] = (1− p)ρ+ pZρZ.

The qubits on the B sub-lattice are measured after the
decoherence has acted. Since

Ni

[
1±X

2
ρ
1±X

2

]
=(1− p)

1±X

2
ρ
1±X

2
+

+p
1∓X

2
ρ
1 +∓X

2
,

the decoherence flips with the measurement outcome
with probability p. The channel on L in the presence
of the decoherence is now given by,

ρL(T ) =
∑
{m}

ρ{m},L ⊗ |m1,m2,m3, . . .⟩ ⟨m1,m2,m3, . . .| ,

(F2)

with

ρ{m},L =
∏

t∈odd

NX

[
(Zm2tXm2t−1)

†
ρL(0)X

m2t−1Zm2t

]
(F3)

See Fig. 8. For a given measurement outcome {m} the
evolution of L also has X decoherence with strength
p.The amount of information stored in a qubit transmit-
ted in the presence of decoherence at late times is given
approximately by (1−2p)2N/(2 ln 2). Thus Ic(L : RM) =
(1−2p)2N/(2 ln 2). This is an independent calculation of
Ic(L : RM) and matches with the calculation done using
eq.(26).

2. 2d Cluster state

The 2-dimensional cluster state is a foliated version of
the repetition code [69]. Let the qubits at the vertices
of one boundary be the L boundary and those at the
opposite side be the R boundary. The measurements of
the edge qubits and the bulk vertex qubits implement a
coherent evolution of the boundary. Fig. 8 shows a layer
of the cluster state. The green qubits at the left boundary
are encoding the repetition code. Measuring blue qubits
amounts to performing parity measurement ZiZi+1 in
the repetition code. The red qubits are measured in X
basis and if the measurement outcome is −1 then a bit
flip occurs at the corresponding green qubit.
Decoherence on links (red and blue qubits) introduce

errors in the measurement outcomes of these qubits, sim-
ilar to the 1d case. The measurement error on the blue
qubits will lead to a measurement error in the parity
check and error on the outcome of red qubits results
in X-dephasing of the repetition code. Thus the post-
measurement state of the cluster state can be thought of
as dynamics of the repetition code under X-dephasing
and parity measurement error with equal strength p.
This dynamic is known to have an error threshold below
which the logical space of the repetition code is protected
against X-dephasing and gets destroyed above the thresh-
old. The quantum error correction transition is known to
be described by the random bond Ising model (RBIM).
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Figure 8. SPTs for pure states are known to be resource states
for measurement-based quantum computing (MBQC). Deco-
herence in the SPT leads to noisy evolution of MBQC in the
virtual time direction. Top. Noise on one sub-lattice of the
1d cluster state leads to X−error on the virtual time evolu-
tion. Bottom. 2d cluster state is a resource for transmission
of 1d repetition code post-measurement. Decoherence on the
edge qubits leads to bit-flip and measurement errors in the
virtual dynamics of the repetition code. Error threshold in
the virtual dynamics is related to the transitions for mixed-
state SPT.
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